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INTRODUCTION

The act of paraphrasing a psalm of David during the eighteenth-century was an
acceptable mode of poetic practice, and the vogue has produced some of the most popular
and well-known poems, particularly those by Isaac Watts; however, paraphrasing a psalm
carries a weight that centers around the nature of the psalm as a religious object. Donald
Mackenzie best describes the art of psalm paraphrase in the eighteenth-century when he
states that
Paraphrase of the Psalms can seek, like Augustan imitation, to rework the classic
text in contemporary terms, and revision often aims to bestow on the rude product
of an earlier period the achieved polish of an Augustan style. But both activities
are crossed and complicated by the authority of older versions, bulwarked, as the
authority of no secular text can be, by their use in worship.1
The Psalms offer a variety of opportunities to express personal situations, emotions, and
styles, all of which are demonstrated by the variety of paraphrases throughout the
eighteenth-century. More often than not, the act of psalm paraphrase and imitation
centered around a devotional meditation of God’s Word and allowed readers and writers
to express praise and adoration for God, as well as elevate the worship experience in the
public and private sectors. The nature of the psalm as a religious artifact is key to
understanding the myriad paraphrases and imitations produced during this time.

Donald Mackenzie, “Biblical Translation and Paraphrase,” in The Oxford History of
Literary Translation in English, ed. Stuart Gillespie and David Hopkins (Oxford
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In Samuel Richardson’s Pamela; or, Virtue Rewarded, there is a scene where Mr.
Brandon reads aloud an imitation of the 137th Psalm that was done by Pamela while she
was under house arrest with her warden, Mrs. Jewkes. Pamela writes before the public
presentation of her Psalm that “My Master took notice of my Psalm, and was pleas’d to
commend it; and said, That I had very charitably turn’d the last Verses, which, in the
Original, was full of heavy Curses, to a Wish, that shew’d I was not of an implacable
Disposition.”2 The Psalm is again brought up in front of guests which include the local
parson, the neighborhood gentry, and Pamela’s own pious father, where Mr. Brandon
reads the imitation aloud for the audience to admire and comment upon. Mr. Brandon
also compliments Pamela for her imaginative imitation throughout, and comments “I
think it one of my Pamela’s Excellencies, that tho’ thus oppress’d, she prays for no Harm
upon the Oppressor” (319), which emphasizes Pamela’s status as being pious and
virtuous and as forgiving and charitable.3
Pamela’s imitation provides insight into two readings of Psalm paraphrase and
imitation during the eighteenth-century. The lay reader may see Pamela as the virtuous
devout who bemoans her captive circumstances in a pious reimagining of Psalm 137, but
a far more interesting and likely reading lies in Pamela as engaging in a performance of
piety and virtue by imitating a Psalm. Pamela is not unaware of being constantly
watched, whether by Mrs. Jewkes or Mr. Brandon, and thus every piece of writing that
she produces is colored by her knowledge that it could at any moment be read by her
captors, making her psalm act as a façade of moral excellence for Pamela’s advantage. It
2
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is the second reading, of the Psalm as performance, which motivates my understanding of
Alexander Pope’s A Roman Catholick Version of the First Psalm, For the Use of a Young
Lady and Psalm XCI.
There are moments where Pope can be read as a sympathetic or moral character –
such as in his correspondence with his friends – but Pope largely cultivates a performance
of an ungodly and irreligious satirist throughout his oeuvre. By imitating a Psalm in a
manner not unlike that of Watts or Smart, Pope can pretend at the veneer of the pious
believer, much like Pamela does in her performance of virtue while in captivity.
However, Pope’s performance of religiosity can be detected both by a close reading of
his two Psalms, as well as an examination of Pope’s relationship with religion in the
Dunciad controversy.
Howard Weinbrot proposes that as a satirist, a persona or mask may be a
component of how Pope presents himself to his readers. The purpose of utilizing a mask
or persona in the case of satire is varied, but the most relevant purpose is the mask as an
act of credibility to legitimatize the satirist’s rhetoric:
The satirist had yet another reason to assume a mask that obscured his true self
and allowed him to play a part. For centuries he had been required to defend his
role as scourger of the wicked. He attempted to do so by anointing himself as the
agent of God, history, law, the best part of the state, or his own temperament
forced to resist evil. He might also argue that he hurt no one in any case, and that
he was only responding to and not initiating attacks. Whichever path he chose, he
must seem to be a good man untainted by the vices he attacks in others.4
While Pope as merely a responder to attacks who was demonstrably “untainted by the
vices he attacks in others” is not applicable to Pope, Weinbrot’s description of the
masked satirist here largely applies to Pope’s leveraging of Psalm 91 to situate himself as
Howard D. Weinbrot, “Masked Men and Satire and Pope: Toward a Historical Basis for
the Eighteenth-Century Persona,” Eighteenth-Century Studies 16, no. 3 (1983): 278.
4
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the secure, godly satirist. Perhaps, as Weinbrot suggests in his description, Pope is thus
crafting a mask to perform the moral satirist “untainted by vice” through his usage of
Psalm 91, and his psalm paraphrase is an opportunity to be something that he is not in
real life – a way to perform or be embodied as a calm, successful believer.
However, there is a precedent of masked satire utilized to perform virtue that is
closest to how Pope portrays himself. Hannibal Hamlin provides an example of the
usage of the Psalms in early modern times: “Gascoigne plays the part of the repentant
sinner, but mocks his critics from behind his mask. David was the perfect model for such
penitence.”5 The psalm can thus be twisted to perform religiosity, an act that can be
traced throughout Pope’s Psalm XCI, A Roman Catholick Version of the First Psalm, For
the Use of a Young Lady, and in the Dunciad controversy.
Chapter One provides a review of the themes surrounding the practice of Psalm
paraphrase in the eighteenth-century, with the Psalms of both Isaac Watts and
Christopher Smart serving as a case study of the art of paraphrasing with a devotional
aim in mind. They also serve as a baseline of authentic devotion in that act of Psalm
paraphrase, as both designed their paraphrases for use in worship services and for private
devotion as well. Anna Barbauld also serves as a further demonstration of the
significance and centrality of Psalms to devotion and worship within the religious
communities of the eighteenth-century. Taken together, Watts, Smart, and Barbauld
provide a chronology of Psalm paraphrase and practice that encapsulates the whole of the
eighteenth-century and as a background for understanding the Psalms of Alexander Pope.

5
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Chapter Two assesses the two known Psalm paraphrases of Alexander Pope, A
Roman Catholick Version of the First Psalm, For the Use of a Young Lady and Psalm
XCI. Here is where I will provide discussion of Pope’s burlesque of Psalm 1 and a close
reading of Psalm XCI to demonstrate the lack of authentic devotion or religious sentiment
in Pope’s writing. Psalm XCI in particular is interesting because at a first reading it
appears to mimic the same practices as Watts and Smart; however, the usage of Psalm 91
in particular highlights the use value of a Psalm paraphrase as a way to perform the virtue
and morality that Pope lacks. Instead, Psalm XCI reveals Pope’s own lack of true
religious fervor as compared to Watts and Smart.
Chapter Three examines the role of religion in The Dunciad controversy. Pope
returns to a usage of religious language and imagery in his deathbed Dunciad, published
in 1743, where he gives his last performance as a religious devout and authentically
moral satirist. Pope lampoons the religiously devout Watts in his 1728 Dunciad
alongside other clergymen and religious writers, and by doing so, engages in what his
contemporaries deemed to be immoral and malicious writing, which infuses the
controversy with a religious tension that deserves closer inspection. The publishing of
the 1728 Dunciad also revives commentary on the burlesqued Psalm 1 as a demonstration
of Pope’s irreligious behavior and outlook, and clarifies the role of religious piety in
Pope’s work, as well as the contemporary reactions to Pope’s performance of religiosity.

5

CHAPTER ONE

SMART AND WATTS: FIGURES OF PSALMODY
The art of paraphrase was an opportunity to English and Christianize, nowhere
more saliently than the Psalms of David, and no one does it quite as thoroughly as
Christopher Smart does in his A Translation of the Psalms of David. It is agreed that
Smart was an eccentric poet, and that his stay in the madhouse does not eliminate his
work from the position it holds in the eighteenth-century canon. Scholars, such as Harriet
Guest and Donald Davie, have concluded that Smart’s work, while nontraditional,
enriches the religious poetical tradition of the eighteenth-century. More modern scholars,
however, focus less on Smart’s inclusion in the eighteenth-century canon, and more on
the work that Smart performs in his poetry. Smart’s unconventional execution of Psalm
paraphrase invites a closer look at the tensions and themes that undergird the act of Psalm
paraphrase.
Several scholars often group Smart together with the works of Isaac Watts and
James Merrick. While the comparison to Merrick is self-evident – Merrick’s Psalms
Paraphrased or Translated into English Verse is an Anglican psalter that was published
in 1765, the very same year as Smart’s own Anglican Translation – the unification of
Watts and Smart is unexpected. Donald Mackenzie offers a possible explanation for the
frequent association of Smart to Watts: “Paraphrases intended for exegetical purposes
(theological, devotional, or both) can be distinguished from literary paraphrase, though

6

the major versions of the Psalms by Watts and Smart straddle the two categories.”6 The
straddling of both literary and liturgy is just one of many conflicts and themes that arise
from an analysis of the Psalms of both Smart and Watts, but it is key in understanding the
significance of the Psalm as a religious artifact and as a piece of poetry for literary and
religious use in the eighteenth-century.
Finally, both Smart and Watts serve as the standards for the devout exercise of
psalmic paraphrase, which is key in understanding the ways in which Alexander Pope
uses Psalm 1 and Psalm 91; namely, Pope’s leveraging of the Psalms as religious artifacts
to grant himself religious and moral authority and to present himself as a religious devout
in the same way that Watts and Smart do, which will be discussed in chapters 2 and 3.
Watts and Smart’s practices of shaping and paraphrasing consistently demonstrate an
attention to the use value for worship, as well as the importance of infusing Christian
doctrine into the Psalms, which are the key aspects of the authentically devout Psalm
paraphrase.
Literary and Liturgy
Several modern critics often categorize Smart’s Translation of the Psalms of
David as a literary work and neglect the liturgical aspect that Smart originally envisioned
in the composition. Roger Lund and Hannibal Hamlin both refer to the Sidney Psalter as
the beginning of the split between literary nature of Psalm paraphrase and its more
predominant liturgical nature, and the distinction between the literary and liturgy
continues into the eighteenth-century practice of Psalm paraphrase. Jayne Elizabeth
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Lewis furthers the distinction of a literary Psalm when she states that “versions of the
periphrastic psalter that appeared between Tate and Brady and Merrick and Smart bear
witness to the new English Psalm’s primary identity as a literary phenomenon.”7
However, the qualifications of what makes a Psalm paraphrase literary or liturgical vary
from critic to critic, and offers a complicated reading of Smart and Watts’ Psalms in
particular.
The literariness of Psalm paraphrase during the eighteenth-century appears to
some degree to be connected with the practice of translation and paraphrase upon several
Greco-Roman poets and works, such as Virgil, Homer, and Horace. Both Donald Davie
and Rosalind Powell suggest that for Smart in particular, the act of Psalm paraphrase was
inseparable from his admiration of Horace, and Roger Lund classifies Psalm paraphrase
as “but a chapter in the larger account of neo-classical imitation” that leads to the creation
of a “literary commodity.”8 The connection of neo-classical imitation as a literary
commodity paves the way for critics to pass value judgements based on the criteria for
the phenomenon of modernizing the Ancients upon Psalm translations and paraphrases.
Thus, classifying Psalm paraphrases in a limited category that centers around certain
reading practices creates the concept of the literary Psalm.
Not all critics judge Psalm translation and paraphrase as a literary phenomenon,
however. Moira Dearnley offers a complicated reading of Smart’s Psalms when she
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states that “If we try to evaluate the Translation of the Psalms from the purely literary
point of view, we have to admit that we are faced with a huge body of uninspired and
tedious versification.” Dearnley does not make her literary criteria known, but she
departs from most critics in her judgement of Smart’s Psalms as tedious. She further
applies her reading to eighteenth-century Psalm paraphrase as a whole, and by doing so,
clarifies her criteria for literariness: “Although numerous eighteenth-century versifiers
tried rewriting the Psalms according to the literary standards of the age, the results were
almost inevitably unsuccessful – tedious and banal” (235). The act of Psalm translation
and paraphrase in the mode of neo-classical imitation creates bathos, making the product,
according to Dearnley, banal and uninspired.9
The application of literariness to Psalm paraphrases based on their similarity to
neo-classical imitation is not the only view of the literary Psalm. Powell introduces an
interesting tension when she claims that “Smart is writing literary poetry rather than
metrical verse for singing. The poet’s highly descriptive stanzas are unsuited to singing
to a regular four line melody where there is little time to consider meaning.”10 Powell is
correct in her judgement that Smart’s verse forms in his Translation of the Psalms are not
designed for singing in the same way as Watts’ Psalms of David metered verse form.
Despite the fact that Smart’s verse is not ideal for singing, he still produces his
Translation of the Psalms with the design for worship, and likely did not classify his
work as literary in nature. Furthermore, the act of singing in worship is key to many of
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the metrical Psalm paraphrases, such as Watts, and the act of deriving meaning from the
verses occurs differently during a song service than from individual or collective
readings. Despite their inaccessibility for the song service, Smart’s Translation of the
Psalms are designed for a different engagement with the language of the Psalms that is no
more or less important than the metrical psalmody found in song services.
The Psalm as an article to be read is an important theme in classifying it as a
literary work. Lewis reinforces the literariness of the eighteenth-century Psalm when she
states that “the modern Psalm could also be perfectly useless, enticing both readers and
writers into a performative culture of infinite variation, ceaseless innovation,
inexhaustible pleasure, and delightful imposture.”11 The act of variation, innovation,
imposture, and pleasure are tied to literary works and exercises, and these exercises are,
according to Lewis, “useless,” a use-value judgement that implies that the literary Psalm
is useless in comparison to the Psalm meant for liturgical purposes. Further, Lewis
describes these exercises in the context of readers and writers, signaling the importance
of a readership to the notion of literariness.
Finally, the art of the literary Psalm precludes it from possessing any liturgical
aspect. Lewis makes the exclusion of literary from liturgy overt when she claims that
“As ‘entertainment,’ the lives of David inevitably detached the Psalms themselves from
their devotional purpose of moral improvement and turned their address from God to
their contemporary makers, singers, and readers.”12 Lewis is reinforcing the dichotomy
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between secular and religious, and to some degree the binary of literary and liturgy, by
indicating that Psalm translations and paraphrases cannot be both entertaining and
morally instructive at the same time. It presents a problem if Psalm translations and
paraphrases cannot be both devotional and entertaining, for the act of Christianizing the
Psalm is in most cases an act of personal devotion that is also an exercise in
entertainment.
The problem with classing a Psalm translation or paraphrase as literary is that it is
an anachronistic view that the practitioners of Psalm translation and paraphrase in the
eighteenth-century rebel against. For example, Watts presents in the preface to Horae
Lyricae the opinion of his contemporaries:
It has been a long Complaint of the virtuous and refined World, that Poesy, whose
Original is Divine, should be enslaved to Vice and Profaneness; that an Art
inspired from Heaven, should have so far lost the Memory of its Birth-place, as to
be engaged in the interests of Hell.13
Watts makes it clear that the origin and purpose of poetry is to the service of God, a
liturgical rendering, rather than for the purposes of imitating Heathen works – a view
which Joseph Addison seconds in Spectator No. 523. Watts uses strong language,
particularly in directly labeling the use of poetry for non-religious works as the “interests
of Hell” and that poetry is made a slave to “Vice” and “Profaneness.” While profane can
mean “secular” in Watts’ usage, it still does not negate the significance of Watts’ point:
Poetry belongs to God and should only be used for the praise and worship of God. To
whit, Psalm translation and paraphrase is a liturgical exercise, designed for the Christian
reader and singer.

13
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Christianizing
The Christianizing and the Englishing of the Psalms appears to be a large aspect
of what makes a Psalm paraphrase a literary phenomenon, and the act of Christianizing
the Psalm is key to both the literary paraphrase of a Psalm and a liturgical Psalm
paraphrase. The practice of Christianizing the Psalms, regardless of purpose, was a
controversial act – Watts tells his readers that if they judge him for his periphrastic
undertaking and composing hymns for singing in worship service that are not the strict
words of the Psalms, they are inclined to legalism, because being a member of the New
Testament church grants them the liberty to sing praises that are in keeping with the
Gospel, regardless of whether they are directly from the Psalms or not.
Despite the controversy of the act of Christianizing, it is one of the cornerstones
of the Psalm paraphrases by Watts and Smart in particular. Watts makes his intention to
Christianize, as well as English, the Psalms clear in the preface to his Hymns and
Spiritual Songs: “Yet you will always find in this Paraphrase dark Expressions
enlighten’d, and the Levitical Ceremonies, and Hebrew Forms of Speech chang’d into the
Worship of the Gospel, and explain’d in the Language of our Time and Nation.”14 Smart
refers to such a practice as “evangelical matter” replacing “all expressions contrary to
Christ,” which is the same work that Watts speaks of throughout his various prefaces and
essays on hymns and Psalms. For both Watts and Smart, the act of Christianizing the
Psalms is connected to the act of worship, with varying degrees of success.

14
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Smart’s intended use of his Translation of the Psalms was public worship;
however, his unusual approach to Psalm paraphrase has been judged with varying levels
of use in respect to the act of Christian worship. Lewis provides a frank assessment of
the success of Smart’s Christianizing when she remarks that “[Smart’s Psalms]
idiosyncrasies damn them first to critical contempt, then to obscurity, then to an afterlife
in which they have been appreciated chiefly for their poetical merits, not their devotional
‘use.’”15 The Christianization found within paraphrases of the Psalms does not
necessarily equate use value for public worship, despite Smart’s hope. Marcus Walsh
sheds some insight into Smart’s failure by stating that “[Smart] seems to have
overestimated the flexibility, and the hospitality to innovation, of his intended audience”
– Smart’s method of Christianization, while similar to Watts, was too ambitious and
eccentric for public consumption.16
Despite Smart’s failure in the arena of public worship and devotional use, the
Christianization of his Psalms remains unique in its expression and in devotion. Lewis
calls the overt Christianization of Smart’s Psalms a “literary experiment,” where the act
of paraphrase as Christianizing is a mode of craftsmanship, regardless of any religious
use or participation. However, she does develop her claim of Christianization as literary
practice when she remarks that “In Smart’s hands, ‘Translation’ doubled as action and
object. As such it turned into an equally personal and impersonal experience of divine
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presence.”17 The key to understanding the Christianization in Smart’s verse is to examine
the personal, devotional nature of Christianization, rather than the literary product that
results from the Christianization.
The issue with Smart’s Christianizing of the Psalms is that it truly was not an
uncommon exercise. According to Marcus Walsh and Karina Williamson, the first
Christianization of the Psalms is The Whole Psalter by Archbishop Parker, with Watts’
Psalms of David being the most notable of the Christian periphrastic practice. The
differentiation that sets Smart apart for Walsh and Williamson is that Smart’s Translation
“was more determined in its introduction of New Testament material than any
predecessor.” Dearnley also offers a possible differentiation when she asserts that “Smart
was not alone in his wish to introduce Christian allusions into the Psalms. But he was
alone in his single-minded, deliberately non-violent interpretation of David’s poetry.”
Dearnley is correct in her assessment; Smart’s Christian renderings of the Psalms lack a
certain element of violence that Watts’ version still contains, to a certain degree.18
The paraphrase of Psalm 58 is a prime example of Christianization in both Watts
and Smart, and how they differ in their Christianization.
KJV
Do ye indeed speak
righteousness, O
congregation? do ye judge
uprightly, O ye sons of
men?

Watts
Judges, who rule the world
by laws,
Will ye despise the
righteous cause,
When th' injured poor
before you stands?

Smart
Ye congregation of the
tribes,
On justice do you set your
mind;
And are ye free from guile
and bribes
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Yea, in heart ye work
wickedness; ye weigh the
violence of your hands in
the earth.

Dare ye condemn the
righteous poor,
And let rich sinners 'scape
secure,
While gold and greatness
bribe your hands?

The wicked are estranged
from the womb: they go
astray as soon as they be
born, speaking lies.

Have ye forgot, or never
knew,
That God will judge the
judges too?
High in the heav'ns his
justice reigns;
Yet you invade the rights
of God,
And send your bold
decrees abroad,
To bind the conscience in
your chains.
A poisoned arrow is your
tongue,
The arrow sharp, the
poison strong,
And death attends where'er
it wounds:

Their poison is like the
poison of a serpent: they
are like the deaf adder that
stoppeth her ear;

Which will not hearken to
the voice of charmers,
charming never so wisely.

You hear no counsels,
cries, or tears;
So the deaf adder stops her
ears
Against the power of
charming sounds.

Break their teeth, O God, in
their mouth: break out the
great teeth of the young
lions, O LORD.

Break out their teeth,
eternal God,
Those teeth of lions dyed
in blood;
And crush the serpents in
the dust:

Let them melt away as
waters which run

As empty chaff when
whirlwinds rise
15

Ye judges of mankind?
Nay, ye of frail and mortal
mould
Imagine mischief in your
heart;
Your suffrages and selves
are sold
Unto the general mart.
Men of unrighteous seed
betray
Perverseness from their
mother’s womb;
As soon as they can run
astray,
Against the truth presume.

They are with foul
infection stained,
Ev’n with the serpent’s
taint impure;
Their ears to blest
persuasion chained,
And locked against her
lure.
Though Christ himself the
pipe should tune,
They will not to the
measure tread,
Nor will they with his grief
commune
Though tears of blood he
shed.
Lord, humanize their scoff
and scorn,
And their malevolence
defeat;
Of water and the spirit
born
Let grace their change
complete.
Let them with pious ardor
burn,

continually: when he
bendeth his bow to shoot
his arrows, let them be as
cut in pieces.

As a snail which melteth,
let every one of them pass
away: like the untimely
birth of a woman, that they
may not see the sun.

Before the sweeping
tempest flies
So let their hopes and
names be lost.

And make thy holy church
their choice;
To thee with all their
passions turn,
And in thy light rejoice.

Th' Almighty thunders
from the sky,
Their grandeur melts, their
titles die,
As hills of snow dissolve
and run,
Or snails that perish in
their slime,
Or births that come before
their time,
Vain births, that never see
the sun.

Before your pots can feel
the thorns, he shall take
them away as with a
whirlwind, both living, and
in his wrath.

The righteous shall rejoice
when he seeth the
vengeance: he shall wash
his feet in the blood of the
wicked.

Thus shall the vengeance
of the Lord
Safety and joy to saints
afford;
And all that hear shall join
and say,

So that a man shall say,
Verily there is a reward for
the righteous: verily he is a
God that judgeth in the
earth.

"Sure there's a God that
rules on high,
A God that hears his
children cry,
And will their suff'rings
well repay."

As quick as lightning to its
mark,
So let thy gracious angel
speed;
And take their spirits in
thine ark
To their eternal mead.
The righteous shall exult
the more
As he such powerful mercy
sees,
Such wrecks and ruins safe
on shore,
Such tortured souls at
ease.
So that a man shall say, no
doubt,
The penitent has his
reward;
There is a God to bear him
out,
And he is Christ our Lord.

Smart is well-known for the practice of allocating an entire stanza to one verse of
the Psalm, but in his paraphrase of Psalm 58, he leaves out one stanza that would directly
correspond to verse eight of the original Psalm. Additionally, his phrasing of verses
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seven and six not only provide a Christian gloss, but they also eliminate the violent
imagery and language found in the King James Translation. Watts also appears to censor
the violent language, but still elects to include the “vengeance of the Lord,” “snails that
perish in their slime,” and teeth of lions “dyed in blood,” as opposed to Smart’s more
genteel “humanize their scorn” and “powerful mercy.”
The usage of the word “congregation” in the first line to refer to the Israelites is a
Christianizing move that also makes the circumstances of the Psalm relatable for
Christian readers. The sixth stanza, particularly lines 23-24 is also a Christianization –
being born of the spirit and the water refers to John 3:5. There is an Old Testament usage
of water and spirit in Ezekial 36:25-26, but the reference still plays heavily upon the
meaning in the New Testament. There is a possible Christian gloss in stanza three, where
Smart hints at the doctrines of original sin and predestination, where the wickedness
comes directly out of the mother’s womb, making it an inborn trait. In lines 17 and 3940, Christ is explicitly named, and equated to God, a reference that does not exist in the
original Psalm, which exclusively refers to God as Elohim, and in verse 6 as Jehovah.
While the distinction is in appearance a small one, the use of “Christ” in Smart’s verse
invokes the New Testament Messiah, rather than the Elohim of the Old Testament or
even Jehovah, the covenant name of God.
Watts’ Christianization is much more subtle than Smart’s, but is present in
different ways. Watts’ provides a narrative title – “Warning to Magistrates” – which
echoes the paratextual elements of the Biblical Psalm, which designates Psalm fifty-eight
as “The Punishment of the Wicked” or as “David describes the nature of the wicked,” and
“To the chief Musician, Al-taschith, Michtam of David.” In the first stanza, Watts refers
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to those who procure their wealth in shady ways as “rich sinners,” which evokes Jesus’
condemnation of the Pharisees, his rebuke of the rich young ruler, and his anger at the
moneychangers in the temple. Stanza 3, lines 13-14 in particular, have echoes in Psalm
140 and Romans 3:13. Romans 3:13 is significant in that it describes the doctrine of
original sin and total depravity, which overlaps with Smart’s corresponding
Christianization. The usage of “chaff” in line 22 connects the wicked judges and the
wealthy sinners to those who will be burned by Jesus Christ with an “unquenchable fire,”
according to Matthew 3:12 and Luke 3:17. Finally, Watts’ use of “saints” in line 32 is a
Christian term that connects the imprecation of David with Watts’ modern Christian
audience.
Englishing
The act of Englishing, especially in the case of the Psalms, deals with the acts of
translation, paraphrase, and imitation, and how they are a rhetorical move that situates the
Psalms in the English language for a particular use. Smart’s Englishing of the Psalms is
unique in that despite the fact that he labels his work with the Psalms as a “translation,”
he does not actually translate the Psalms from another language and into English; instead,
Smart used Psalms that had already been translated into English.19 Powell indicates that
in Smart’s case, the Englishing of the Psalms does not rest in the act of translation, but
that “Smart makes the verse his own… by answering the challenge of concise and
powerful Hebrew parallelism with the variety of the English lyric.”20 The paraphrase of
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the Psalms into verse forms and the use of dynamic language and imagery is the
Englishing that Smart provides in his Psalms.
Despite Powell’s useful gloss of Englishing in the case of Smart, eighteenthcentury critics provide their own set of criteria for a good Englishing that should be taken
into account when defining Englishing in relation to the Psalms. Walsh aptly presents
the benchmark for Smart’s Englishing when he declares “To call Smart’s Psalms
periphrastic is to describe, not to condemn; the proper evaluative question to be put to a
liberal versifier of the Psalms is whether, to borrow Cowley’s terms, he supplies the lost
excellencies of another language with new ones in his own.”21 Robert Lowth seconds
Cowley’s principle: “In a work of elegance and genius [the Translator] is not only to
inform: he must endeavour to please; and to please by the same means, if possible, by
which his Author pleases.”22 A good translation – or, in Smart’s case, paraphrase – is as
much an aesthetic endeavor as it is a scholarly pursuit, and correctness depends largely, if
not completely, upon rendering the original in a manner that is exact in expressing the
original meaning in an equally clear and beautiful manner.
Watts indicates that Englishing a Psalm can be a separate effort from
Christianizing the Psalm; when he gives an overview of his predecessors in Psalm
translation, he acknowledges that they “seem to aim at this one Point, (viz.) to make the
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Hebrew Psalmist only speak English, and to keep all his own Characters still.”23 (v).
However, the act of Englishing, for Watts, is inherently tied to Christianizing, since the
mere act of Englishing alone does not render the Psalms useful for worship or devotion.
Smart likewise engages with the Psalms as something to be Englished and Christianized
at the same time – a process that inextricably links use value and worship practices to
poetic and aesthetic aims. Put another way, for Smart and Watts, the English was to
Christianize, and to Christianize was to English.
Englishing is also related to Greco-Roman paraphrase and imitation within the
eighteenth-century. According to Lund, “[Pope] remarks that Joseph Trapp’s paraphrase
of the 104th Psalm ‘has made the Jew speak like a Roman,’”24 and Maynard Mack
reinforces Pope’s perspective by noting that Pope’s contemporaries believed that
“[Sternhold and Hopkins] had drunk more of Jordan than of Helicon.”25 Lund and
Mack’s commentaries confirm the relationship of Psalms to the Ancients that was
commonly made in the eighteenth-century.
A good example of the act of Englishing leading to modernization is evident in a
comparison between Psalm XCI and The Rape of the Lock. Alexander Pope paraphrases
verse eleven of Psalm 91 as “I see protecting Myriads round thee fly,/And all the bright
Militia of the sky.”26 In the first Canto of The Rape of the Lock, Pope reuses the same
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line with little variation: “Know then, unnumber’d Spirits round thee fly,/The light
Militia of the lower sky.”27 Lewis sees Psalm XCI as an exercise that leads to Pope’s
usage of the line in The Rape of the Lock, and which Pope utilizes in his translation of
The Iliad and his epic Messiah.28 The usage in The Rape of the Lock is particularly
relevant to Pope’s modernizing tastes, as Pope is utilizing his own interpretation of a
biblical verse known as a direct Messianic prophecy to transform the mock heroic of The
Rape – making Psalm XCI more modern, more relevant, and more elegant in Pope’s
estimation.
Private and Public
There exists in the act of translation and paraphrase a concern over the public and
private nature of worship in the eighteenth-century. For example, in the preface to his
Hymns and Spiritual Songs, Watts comments that “If the Lord who inhabits the Praises of
Israel, shall refuse to smile upon this Attempt for the Reformation of Psalmodie amongst
the Churches, yet I humbly hope that his Blessed Spirit will make these Composures
useful to private Christians…”29 Psalm translation and paraphrase is at first a private
endeavor, a personal act of devotion and meditation upon God, but the Psalms can then
be turned over to the public for either public worship in church services for
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congregations, or for individual Christians to utilize in their own private devotional
exercises.
Indeed, the act of private devotion appears to be centered around the act of
reading the translations and imitations of the Psalms, while public worship singles out the
act of singing as central to the use of the Psalms. Psalm translations and paraphrases are
always thought to be sung and only sung in congregations and thus belong in the public,
liturgical, didactic sphere, but Davie claims that “Watts and Smart also must have had in
mind readers, far more than congregational singers.”30 Davie makes the conflict between
reading, particularly in private devotion, and singing in public worship evident by
arguing that Watts and Smart’s intended audience was one of private devotional reading,
rather than public worship in song.
In the eighteenth-century, however, Psalms for singing and Psalms for reading,
while connected to both the public and the private, were not as clear cut and separate as
modern critics would like them to be. Watts laments the overlap of reading and singing
that is part and parcel of Psalm translation and paraphrase: “I have seldom permitted a
Stop in the middle of a Line, and seldom left the end of a Line without one, to comport a
little with the unhappy mixture of Reading and Singing, which cannot presently be
reformed.”31 While appearing to be displeased by the link between reading and singing,
Watts’ attention to the connection between the two practices and their relation to worship
is important to how Psalm paraphrases are conceptualized in the eighteenth-century.
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Both Smart and Watts intended their psalters for public use in worship. Smart
himself prefaces his Translation of the Psalms with the following explanation:
In this translation, all expressions, that seem contrary to Christ, are omitted, and
evangelical matter put in their room; -- and as it was written with an especial view
to the divine service, the reader will find sundry allusions to the rites and
ceremonies of the Church of England, which are intended to render the work in
general more useful and acceptable to congregations.32
For Smart, the key to a successful Psalm paraphrase was the inclusion of a New
Testament gloss and language – in essence, a Christianized Psalm tailored to
denominational doctrine and practice was the ideal Psalm to be utilized in public worship.
Smart ostensibly labels his Psalm paraphrases as being designed to be “useful,” but the
actual execution of their use has been in the service of the private reader, rather than the
public worship Smart desires.
Even though Smart’s intention for use in public worship did not seem to come to
fruition, his Psalms still demonstrates the symbiotic relationship between public and
private, reading and singing. Smart’s Psalms are envisaged in the context of Anglican
worship, setting them apart from Watts’ Dissenter order of service in that Psalm reading
is an important aspect of the order of service in Anglican worship. Powell contextualizes
the use of Psalms in Anglican worship when she observes “The congregation was often
excluded because prose psalms were chanted antiphonally by a priest or choir.”33
Congregational exclusion in public worship creates the need for Psalm paraphrases that
are either suited for metrical psalmody to engage in singing in public worship, or suited
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for reading in both public worship and personal devotion to combat the disengagement
that derives from such an order of service.
Metrical psalmody is often embraced as the mode of paraphrase most suited for
singing and thus for public worship, despite its simplicity being often labelled as trite or
lacking in poetic value. Emma Mason, however, presents an alternative claim: “Critics
favored a simple, plain verse song to voice God’s word because it was perceived as a way
of enabling private inspiration for multiple believers.”34 By “critics,” Mason is referring
largely to Robert Lowth’s praise of the simplicity of Hebrew poetry, and she is correct in
connecting Lowth’s view with the popularity of Watts’ paraphrases of the Psalms in
particular. The simplicity of metrical psalmody provides an uncomplicated reading
practice for believers who desire both public worship and private devotion to be
accessible at all levels, creating a continuity between reading and singing, public and
private. Mason reinforces the continuity of practices when she claims that “Watts’
paraphrases and hymns, then, convey devotional poetry’s capacity to voice both private
and public concerns while encouraging a solitary and communal prayer.”35 Watts’
simplistic metrical psalmody provides congregational access to both public singing in
worship and private reading in devotion.
Watts’ metrical psalmody does not account for Smart’s more complex metrical
forms being relegated to the dustbin of Psalms for reading and eliminating him from
congregational access. Smart’s verse centers around poetic forms that are impossible to
be set to music in the same way that Watts’ meters attract musical settings; furthermore,
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despite the inclusion of Psalms as a practice of reading in public worship for the Anglican
church, Smart did intend his paraphrases to be sung, inviting a reconciliation between
more florid verse forms associated with personal reading practices and the simple meters
associated with public song worship. According to Powell, the disconnect between
singing and reading, especially in the Anglican church, may be due to the view that
“Singing in worship had little to do with the sound that was produced. Music was
perceived as a channel through which the mind of the singer or listener could connect to
God.”36 Smart actively combats such a position in the way that he renders his Psalms,
which focuses on the sound that his word selections produce as much as the resultant
praise and worship of God. The sound that Smart’s verse produces is, for Smart,
entwined with worship and designed to connect the reader and singer to God, and
connecting the personal experience of God in worship to reading and singing.
Finally, the interplay of the public and the private in both reading and singing for
Smart’s Psalms encourages a reassessment of what qualifies as appropriate devotional
poetry, especially as it pertains to Psalm paraphrases. Mason clarifies the need for
reassessment:
Smart understood poetry and prophecy as ‘one and the same’ (A Form of Sound
Words, p. 242) because of his expectation that what is listened to and internalized
as divine poetry shapes the on-going identity of the congregation as they
participate in shared praise both inside and out of the church space.37
Mason, as well as Harriet Guest, focus on Smart’s Jubilate Agno as the ideal example of
the unification of poetry and prophecy, but their analysis applies directly to Smart’s
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Psalms. Smart’s unification of poetry and prophecy, which mirrors Lowth’s commentary
on the subject, was not the case for other Psalm paraphrases, particularly of Messianic
Psalms. Anna Barbauld explains the avoidance of prophetic Psalms in the practice of
paraphrase as “not properly entering into the idea of worship.”38 Barbauld saw prophetic
Psalms as inappropriate for public worship and possibly for personal devotion as well,
whereas Smart viewed prophetic Psalms as the key to his Christianization and inclusion
in both public and private worship.
Voices
The final component of Psalm analysis to note is the voicing or speakers present
within the Psalms and their translations/imitations. Lewis asserts that “The Psalms have
always spoken in many voices and to multiple, ever-shifting audiences, capriciously
shifting from one speech form to another.”39 The Psalms that shift from the supposed
Psalmist into the voice of God and back again are important to understanding the
commentary surrounding both Watts and Smart, as well as Pope and their psalm
paraphrases. Lewis further states that “The resulting exemplary performances showed
the Jewish poet to be not one but many,” which allows David to “speak to – and, in
psalmodic performance through” contemporary readers and writers of paraphrased
Psalms.40 For Watts and Smart, the place of the psalms as applicable to modern life
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remains an important aspect of their paraphrases and thus, the voicing of the Psalms
provides a way for readers and singers to engage with the words of God.
Watts, in several places, makes clear the method by which he approaches the
voicing of the Psalms and the speakers found within them. In the preface to his Hymns
and Spiritual Songs, Watts explains that
Yet you will always find in this Paraphrase dark Expressions enlighten’d, and the
Levitical Ceremonies, and Hebrew Forms of Speech chang’d into the Worship of
the Gospel, and explain’d in the Language of our Time and Nation; and what
would not bear such an Alteration is omitted and laid aside. After this manner
should I rejoice to see a good part of the Book of Psalms fitted for the use of our
Churches, and David converted into a Christian.41
Of course, Watts’ claim is more indicative of his Christianizing principles, but it also
demonstrates how Watts views the language and speakers of the Old Testament Psalms –
as important to worship and thus, in need of transformation to become “enlighten’d.”
The “Hebrew Forms of Speech” are merely paraphrased by Watts to allow better access
by the believer to the voice of God.
Watts again emphasizes the importance of voicing in the Psalms in the preface to
his Psalms of David “In all Places I have kept my grand Design in View, and that is to
teach my Author to speak like a Christian. For why should I now address God my
Saviour in a Song with burnt Sacrifices of Fatlings and with the Incense of Rams… when
the Gospel has shewn me a nobler Atonement for Sin?”42 The necessary Christianizing
of the Psalms must be performed in order for the voices to truly be assumed through
eighteenth-century worship. All of Watts’ statements are in keeping with the key
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characterization of Watts as the devout who is dedicated to shifting the language of the
Psalms to better support the devotional aspect of the Psalms for the eighteenth-century
audience.
The Sublime
The sublimity of the Psalms and their translations and paraphrases makes a
recurring appearance in the critical discussions surrounding the Psalms. For example,
Lewis claims that the sublimity of the Psalms arises from their similarity to the verse
forms of Virgil, and from the readers of the Psalms that “could turn into writers if they
wished.”43 David Morris claims that religious poetry that deals with the sublime tend to
eschew the ethical and didactic nature of worship, that “in fact, the religious sublime
exists mainly outside the rigorously moral and systematically theological realm of
Johnsonian piety.”44 Both Morris and Lewis are taking a modern critical approach to
sublimity in the Psalms by categorizing the sublime nature as belonging strictly to a
literary, aesthetic phenomenon, while neglecting the sublimity of the religious experience
– the ethical, liturgical aspect – from their analyses.
While the sublime is a Romantic aesthetic that could apply to anything that
caused fear or awe, in eighteenth-century thought, the sublime was exclusive to religious
poetry and experience. According to Robert Lowth, sublimity was seen as “that force of
composition… which strikes and overpowers the mind, which excites the passions, and
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which expresses ideas at once with perspicuity and elevation” which Lowth claims
“Hebrew poetry expresses in its very name and title, the particular quality in which it so
greatly excels the poetry of all other nations.”45 The “Hebrew poetry,” such as the
Psalms of David, is the ideal sublime poetic form, an art form that Watts directly
connects to Divine inspiration “How meanly do the best of the Gentiles talk and trifle
upon [GOD creating the World], when brought into comparison with Moses, whom
Longinus himself, a Gentile Critic, cites as a Master of the Sublime Style, when he chose
to use it.”46 Gentile creation narratives cannot hold a candle to the sublimity of Moses’s
rendering of the Judeo-Christian creation narrative, which proceeds from Divine
inspiration, according to Watts.
To render the Psalms in both English and as Christian is a sublime experience that
is fundamentally based in the practice of personal devotion, which can then be magnified
when it is made available for public worship, as in the case of Smart and Watts. Watts
himself provides a gloss for the sublimity of the experience:
The Royal Psalmist here expresses his own Concerns in Words exactly suited to
his own Thoughts, agreeable to his own personal Character, and in the Language
of his own Religion: This keeps all the Springs of pious Passion awake, when
every Line and Syllable so nearly affects himself: This naturally raises in a devout
Mind a more transporting and sublime Worship.47
Watts not only connects sublimity to the worship of God, but he also makes it an
inherently devotional experience, particularly in the composition of the Psalms. The
45
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personal devotion of rendering the Psalms in the “Language of his own Religion” allows
the writer to both English and Christianize the Psalms and to participate in a meditative
exercise that is sublime in its nature. Mason supports the connection between devotion
and sublimity in the same vein as Watts, since “the very writing of English poetry was
also increasingly considered alongside a developing tradition of critical prosody founded
on carefully articulating and listening to words and rhythms in a way that exemplified
prayerful attention to God.”48 The attention paid to the versification of Scripture and
rendering a Psalm as a translation or paraphrase is worship and praise to God – sublime
devotion that is rendered in the words and faith of the poet.
Anna Barbauld also connects the sublime to the personal act of devotion:
“[Devotion’s] seat is in the imagination and the passions, and it has its source in that
relish for the sublime, the vast, and the beautiful, by which we taste the charms of poetry
and other compositions that address our finer feelings.”49 The poetry of the Psalms is
fundamentally tied to the devotion rendered to God, and the exercise of rendering
devotion creates a work that is in its essence sublime. Smart likewise makes the
connection between sublimity and devotion in his A Song to David, where he writes
“Sublime – invention ever young,/Of vast conception, tow’ring tongue/To God th’ eternal
theme.”50 The nature of any poetry written in devotion and praise of God is sublime; put
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another way, the Psalms, whether translated, paraphrased, or imitated, are inherently
sublime, and their sublimity as a literary phenomenon derives directly from the act of
devotion, making the Psalms both ethical and aesthetic, didactic and elegant, and literary
and liturgy at the same time. No matter how they are used, the devotional aspect is the
guiding force behind the major Psalm paraphrases of the eighteenth-century.
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CHAPTER TWO

POPE: THE ANTI-PSALMIST

Very few explanations exist that address Pope’s Psalm XCI, and what little that do
exist are not fully fleshed out or lack conviction. Maynard Mack’s own explanation for
Psalm XCI, for example, cannot completely qualify the origin of the puzzling paraphrase:
“In some not easily traceable way, the Messiah springs from the same impulses that
moved Pope, probably early in his boyhood… to compose… such poems and translations
as A Paraphrase on Thomas à Kempis… [and] Psalm xci.”51 Pope is more often read as a
satirist and as a Deist, and certainly, his large body of works align well with this
characterization, but at the cost of preventing a reasonable understanding of such outlier
works as Psalm XCI, which reads as though written by a religious devotee such as Watts
or Smart. However, a closer look at Psalm XCI reveals the irreligious nature of Pope and
his lack of true devotion.
The current scholarly discussion of Psalm XCI categorizes it as merely a literary
artifact that Pope is utilizing to engage with the print culture of the eighteenth-century.
Roger Lund takes such a literary reading when he claims that “[Pope’s] version of Psalm
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91 seeks to translate David’s metaphors into more literal and more decorous
equivalents.”52 Lund merely sees Psalm XCI as an act of Englishing, much like the
exercise performed by Watts and Smart; however, Pope as a decorous translator is
incongruent with Pope as the satirist and as the center of literary controversy, and Pope as
the stabilizer of controversy is an equally incongruent characterization. Jayne Elizabeth
Lewis claims that Pope’s paraphrase of Psalm 91 is an act of stabilization for print culture
and controversy, where Pope leverages the language of the secure Psalmist to indicate his
own security as a poet – “[God] is thus reflected in the faithful speaker/reader who from
the start ‘shall calm survey.’”53 Pope is attempting to secure an image of himself, but it is
through the voice of God that Pope reveals his goal – to leverage the voice of God to
become a moral authority. Pope is more concerned with the public perception of himself,
and the egotistical Pope as argued by Carol Fabricant, is how Pope presents himself in
Psalm XCI.54
For Pope, the purpose of imitation as a practice is to register satirical commentary
on society, but he also reflects the distortion of both his authority as a moral poet and his
physical body through his usage of Psalm 91. By utilizing a Psalm, rather than the works
of Horace or Homer, Pope charges both his satirical persona and his deformed body with
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a sense of devotional meditation and with religious authority, which acts as a disguise for
controversial criticism. In the case of Psalm XCI, Pope has the additional advantage of
the characteristic of the Psalm as security and as a divine shield against “sharp arrows of
censorious tongues.” Thus, Pope anticipates becoming the secure commentator on the
true monsters of society through his later satires, guarded by the shield of Psalm XCI and
the embodiment of the voice of God found in the ninety-first Psalm.
A Roman Catholick Version of the First Psalm
Pope’s raunchy A Roman Catholick Version of the First Psalm was written and
published after Pope’s Psalm XCI, but it provides a way into examining Psalm XCI that is
in keeping with Pope’s character and verse practices. Psalm XCI is commonly read as a
devout paraphrase of the ninety-first Psalm, where Pope is at the very least engaging in
the same practices as Watts and Smart, despite the dissonance it produces between Pope’s
known style, and even in attempting to read it as a literary artifact, it loses the religious
authority that underscores that act of paraphrasing a Psalm. A Roman Catholick Version
of the First Psalm, on the other hand, is very clearly designed to be a mockery of Psalm
1, and thus negates the possibility that it is an act of religious piety. It is also not
designed to refine the taste or style, as the shift in subject from the righteous man of the
scripture into well-behaved Maid twists the Psalm into a lampoon of the original.
Thus, the burlesque of the first Psalm provides a background through which
Pope’s puzzling Psalm XCI can be read. While primarily intended to be circulated
privately amongst friends, Mack concludes that Pope’s intention with his A Roman
Catholick Version of the First Psalm was to mock the Sternhold and Hopkins psalter –
“Whatever Pope’s intentions, the verses were quite understandably thought to mock the
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psalm as well as its stilted English rendering and so were open to the charge of
blasphemy.”55 Indeed, the Sternhold and Hopkins psalter lacks the same degree of
aesthetic awareness that Pope exercises in his works, but Pope is not merely rewriting the
first Psalm to better reflect the literary artistry that seems to be missing; instead, he
assumes the mask of the satirist to make light of a worship practice and text related to the
Church of England.
The Psalm as a religious artifact thus affects how Pope is portrayed within both
the first Psalm and the ninety-first Psalm. Lewis proposes that “Traditionally, the
Psalm’s speaker stabilizes and legitimates his own textual presence through the ‘divine
service’ that the Psalms themselves exemplify.”56 However, Pope is not interested in the
“divine service” that imitating or paraphrasing the Psalms offers; rather, he appears to be
interested in the possibilities of leveraging the imitation of the Psalm for his own ends.
In his version of the first Psalm, Pope is more concerned with mocking the divine service
of the Psalm, which indicates an equally cynical reading of Psalm XCI. Helen Deutsch
comments on Pope’s act of imitation as “A singular burlesque of the original species,”
making Pope embody “the genre of imitation; he is a distorted sign of the natural.”57
Pope’s presence in his burlesque is destabilized by the nature of the Psalm as a religious
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artifact, making his burlesque a twisted affront that reflects his own self-interests and his
distaste for authentic religiosity.
The First Psalm is without a doubt an irreligious poem that demonstrates Pope’s
attitude towards scripture and faith; however, this gets waved off or excused by
prominent scholars. For example, Maynard Mack refers to The First Psalm as “tickler”
that is designed merely to amuse Pope’s friend Teresa Blount, and Norman Ault excuses
the poem from its usual attribution of blasphemy because Pope “was not burlesquing
Holy Scripture in this unpleasant parody, but only ridiculing what was, poetically, a
burlesque of it” (444), with the original burlesque in question being the popular Sternhold
and Hopkins Psalter that was used as the standard psalter in the Church of England.58
Regardless of whether Pope was burlesquing the original scripture or Sternhold and
Hopkins, Pope flaunts his disregard for true religious fervor and devotion by converting a
religious artifact into a bawdy parable that is referred to as the “Drury-Lane Ballad.” I
argue that based on the reactions of Pope’s contemporaries both at the publishing of the
poem and during the Dunciad controversy, we are to read The First Psalm as a mockery
of devotion and as evidence of Pope’s irreligious views.
Doui-Rheims Version59
Blessed is the man who
hath not walked in the

Sternhold and Hopkins
Version60
The man is blest that hath
not lent

The First Psalm61
The Maid is Blest that will
not hear
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counsel of the ungodly, nor
stood in
the way of sinners, nor sat
in the chair of pestilence.

To wicked men his ear,
Nor led his life as sinners
do,
Nor sat in scorners chair:

But his will is in the law of
the Lord, and on his law he
shall meditate day and
night.

But in the law of God the
Lord
Doth set his whole delight,
And in the same doth
exercise
Himself both day and
night.

And he shall be like a tree
which is planted near the
running waters, which
shall bring forth its fruit, in
due season. And his leaf
shall not fall off: and all
whosoever he shall do
shall
prosper.

He shall be like a tree that
is
Planted the rivers nigh,
Which in due season
bringeth forth
Its fruit abundantly;
Whose leaf shall never
fade nor fall,
But flourishing shall stand:
Ev’n so all things shall
prosper well
That this man takes in
hand.
As for ungodly men, with
them
It shall be nothing so;
But as the chaff, which by
the wind
Is driven to and fro.

Not so the wicked, not so:
but like the dust, which the
wind driveth from the face
of the
earth.

Therefore the wicked shall
not rise again in judgment:
nor sinners in the council
of the
just.
For the Lord knoweth the
way of the just: and the
way of the wicked shall
perish.

Therefore the wicked men
shall not
In judgement stand upright,
Nor in th’ assembly of the
just
Shall sinners come in sight.
For why? the way of godly
men
Unto the Lord is known;
Whereas the way of
wicked men
Shall be quite overthrown.
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Of Masquerading Tricks,
Nor lends to Wanton Songs
an ear,
Nor sighs for Coach and
Six.
To Please her shall her
Husband strive
With all his Main and
Might,
And in her Love shall
Exercise
Himself both Day and
Night.
She shall bring forth most
Pleasant Fruit,
He Flourish still and Stand,
Ev’n so all Things shall
prosper well,
That this Maid takes in
hand.

No wicked Whores shall
have such Luck
Who follow their own
Wills,
But purg’d shall be to Skin
and Bones,
With Mercury and Pills.

For why? the Pure and
Cleanly Maids
Shal All, good Husbands
gain:
But filthy and uncleanly
Jades
Shall Rot in Drury-Lane.

A side-by-side comparison reveals that just as Ault and Mack assert, Pope was
most likely mocking the metrical form of Sternhold and Hopkins version of Psalm 1;
however, it also shows Pope’s rejection of religious fervor or devotion, as the Sternhold
and Hopkins version is designed with the aim of accurately paraphrasing scripture for use
in public worship and private devotion, just as Watts and Smart’s psalters were also
designed. Pope shows no respect for practices that were common in interpreting and
paraphrasing the psalms and twists the Psalm into what his contemporaries referred to as
a “prophane thing.” For example, the prophesied destruction of the wicked by both the
psalmist and Sternhold and Hopkins is turned into prostitutes that “rot in Drury-Lane”
and the anticipated prosperity of the righteous man is transformed into a dirty pun of the
“things” that Pope’s Maid “takes in hand.”
The response to Pope’s First Psalm makes clear the understood irreligious nature
of the First Psalm and, by extension, Pope’s own embodiment as a monstrous nonbeliever. In John Dennis’ unflattering Remarks Upon Mr. Pope’s Translation of Homer,
he claims that by performing a burlesque of the first Psalm, “Mr. Pope, I suppose,
endeavour’d to make a Jest of God Almighty, out of a Spirit of Revenge and Retaliation,
because God Almighty has made a Jest of him.”62 Even earlier, in 1716, Dennis writes a
more scathing personal attack on Pope that yet again draws attention to the body behind
Pope’s mask when he writes “'Tis the mark of God and Nature upon [Pope], to give us
warning that we should hold no society with him, as a creature not of our original, nor of
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our species.”63 Dennis is only one of many to attack Pope not only for his irreverent
writing, but also on the grounds of his physical deformity, which draws attention away
from Pope’s satirical mask and towards his actual embodiment and highlights how Pope’s
lack of respect for religious texts is a moral and physical ill.
A Christian Pope?
Pope, unlike Smart and Watts, resists the pull of the Psalm as a religious artifact
for devotional use. Pope as a devout Christian dedicated to praising God in verse form is
incongruous with Pope’s presentation of himself in his larger body of work – in fact, he
often outright scorns the religious polemics of such writers as John Dennis and Richard
Blackmore. Mack regards Pope as possessing vaguely Christian inclinations when he
comments that “All that we know of Pope before or after writing the Essay on Man
suggests that he was a man of religious temper even if not particularly devout, far more
warmly interested by the ethics of Christianity than by the dogmas,” and he excuses
Pope’s unwillingness to commit by stating “How many of us today, if we reflect on such
matters at all, have clear and settled convictions or convictions that are not a tapestry of
many strands?”64 Norman Ault asserts that “Even if Pope in his young manhood (he was
then about twenty-eight) was not the most devout of Catholics, there can be no doubt
whatever that he was a thoughtful and, in many ways, a religious man.”65 However, Pope
consistently demonstrates that he is not, in fact, a thoughtful or religious man. Far more
likely is the recognition of the Psalm as a religious artifact that can be leveraged by Pope
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against his devout audience – the Psalm is not evidence of Pope’s religiosity, but of his
awareness of his readership’s religiosity.
Not only is Pope aware of his audience’s expectations, but he also uses the
religious language and authority of the Psalm to grant himself the status of the moral
satirist, the virtuous commentator on society that Pope desires to embody. Deutsch
asserts that “Pope translates social infection into solitary moral purity. The poet on show
amidst a circle of onlookers becomes the sole defender of virtue, braving roar and
calumny.”66 In a similar vein, Fabricant argues that Pope casts himself as “an almost
god-like being who strikes fear and trembling into even the most brazen of his impious
contemporaries and who unrestrainedly wields the ‘sacred Weapon’ of satire in an
aggressive and bloody battle against the army of the damned.” Pope as a satirist
assuming the mask of the religious devout grants Pope the requisite moral backbone to,
as Fabricant states, “wield the sacred weapon of satire.”67
Despite his aversion to religious denominations or passionate worship, Pope is not
unaware of the scriptural significance of Psalm ninety-one. Psalm ninety-one is a
Messianic psalm, which acts as a prophecy of Christ in the Old Testament.68 In scripture,
echoed in lines 23-28 of Psalm XCI, the Psalmist writes “For he hath given his angels
charge over thee; to keep thee in all thy ways. In their hands they shall bear thee up: lest
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thou dash thy foot against a stone.”69 While it can be read as the Psalmist speaking to the
audience as secure believers, these verses reappear twice in the New Testament:
And said to him: If thou be the Son of God, cast thyself down, for it is written:
That he hath given his angels charge over thee, and in their hands shall they bear
thee up, lest perhaps thou dash thy foot against a stone.
For it is written, that He hath given his angels charge over thee, that they keep
thee. And that in their hands they shall bear thee up, lest perhaps thou dash thy
foot against a stone.70
Although he does not emphasize the line(s) that correspond with the prophecy found in
Matthew and Luke, lines 35 and 36 read as relating more to Christ than to the reader or
the Psalmist: “When he the rage of sinners shall sustain,/I share his griefs, and feel my
self the pain.” These lines are spoken after the tonal shift in the poem, where God
becomes the speaker, but the “he” is more ambiguous. The line can be understood as
God speaking of the Psalmist or the reader, which are common readings in the original
scripture, but Pope’s phrasing indicates an alternate reading where God is speaking to
Jesus Christ himself. Christ is understood as having sustained the “rage of sinners” in the
narrative of the crucifixion.71 Additionally, Jesus is understood to be God incarnate in
Christian readings, which is reflected in Pope’s interpretation: “I share his griefs, and feel
my self the pain.” God as the speaker in Pope’s imagining is declaring that through the
suffering of Jesus, an extension of himself, he felt the same abuse that Jesus underwent
during the crucifixion. Furthermore, if we read Pope as assuming the voice of God in this
instance, Pope’s own presentation of himself as receiving the rage of sinners adds an
extra layer of heresy.
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Another instance of a Christian reading occurs earlier in Psalm XCI, which is an
expansion of the original Psalm from the imagery of the security of the believer from
natural disasters. Although the Psalmist is speaking about disease, Pope adds to the
“business that walketh about in the dark” by describing what is, in essence, a hurricane:
When gath’ring tempests swell the raging main,
When thunder roars, and lightning blasts the plain,
Amidst the wrack of nature undismay’d,
Safe shall he lye, and hope beneath thy shade.72
The most common and easiest reading of this passage is the speaker (Pope as Psalmist)
telling the reader/audience/unspecified third person that if “he” dwells beneath the
“shelt’ring wing” of God, “he” will be protected from a laundry list of ills that include
tempests. However, Pope’s wording is a subtle nod to the calming of the tempests by
Jesus in the Gospels.73 Pope’s use of the word “main” in this instance can be understood
as “the open sea,” which reinforces the imagery of the tempest upon the sea and the
swells of water.74 The “he” who is “undismay’d” and who is lying safe under the shade
of the Almighty is, in this reading, Jesus Christ, who is asleep during the narrative of the
storm.
The two particular instances of a Christian reading in Pope’s Psalm XCI do not
carry a specific theological or denominational aim, as they would in Watts’ or Smart’s
Psalm paraphrases, but they do indicate that Pope at the very least recognizes and
acknowledges the religious significance of Psalm paraphrase. It also provides a way for
Pope to assume the mask of the righteous believer who understands and engages in
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religious discourse, and grants a degree of authenticity that is otherwise absent from the
more secular and balanced verses of the Psalm. However, the problem of Pope’s selfinvolved religiosity and performance of belief destabilizes what authenticity he gains
through his generalized and covert references to Christian narratives.
Voices
Psalm 91 presents an issue of speakers, with the interchanging of the first person,
second person, and third person that obfuscates who is speaking when, and this confusion
provides Pope with an opportunity to assume various voices and masks to further his own
needs. There are two readings of the speakers in Psalm 91 that are of interest in
examining how Pope assumes various personas within Psalm XCI. The first is the most
common reading, where the Psalmist is the first-person speaker, who appears in verse
two and nine. Additionally, God is the speaker that becomes the first-person speaker in
verses fourteen through sixteen, and the “he” is the assumed reader or audience of the
Psalmist. The Psalm is then read as the Psalmist being a secure believer who is
describing his experience of assurance to his audience, with an approving God seconding
the Psalmist’s words in the final verses.
The second reading troubles the placid interpretation of the secure believer, but it
is important to consider, given the Messianic nature of the Psalm. It can be viably
proposed that the first-person speaker throughout the Psalm is God the Father, with the
only exception being verse two, which can either be read as the Psalmist speaking, or as
Jesus Christ speaking. While not a huge difference from the more common reading, it
does change meaning of the “he” that dominates the Psalm is read to be Jesus Christ,
rather than an audience of believers. Thus, the “he” that “dwelleth in the secret place of
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the most High” is viewed as Jesus dwelling in Heaven before coming to earth, making the
entirety of the Psalm a prophecy of Christ that is not limited to verses eleven and twelve.
Both readings point to Pope as assuming two highly religiously charged masks:
that of the godly man in the security of God, and that of the prophesied conquering
Messiah. Lewis reinforces the Messianic reading when she comments “To speak [as
David] was to copy Christ himself,” a reading that Pope is using to legitimate his own
authority as a speaker.75 Whether he is the godly man or the avenging Christ, Pope is
interested in assuming a mask that is impermeable to outside attacks and which grants
him moral authority, a viewpoint that Fabricant maintains, since “The exaltation and
authorizing of self can be a profoundly moral act, but it can also be profoundly arrogant
and solipsistic.”76 Pope as desiring moral authority and as self-involved performer of
religiosity is closer to the voicing of Psalm XCI.
Ault and Butt provide as a paratext a letter from Pope to Cromwell that fits the
timing of the composition of Psalm XCI and which contextualizes my reading of Pope as
irreligious in Psalm XCI:
I had written to you sooner but that I had made some Scruple of sending Profane
Things to You in Holy Week. Besides Our Family wou’d have been Scandalized
to see me write, who take it for granted I write nothing but ungodly Verses; and
They say here so many Pray’rs, that I can make but few Poems: For in this point
of Praying, I am an Occasional Conformist. So just as I am drunk or Scandalous
in Town, according to my Company, I am for the same reason Grave & Godly
here.77
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According to the footnotes provided, the word “ungodly” and everything following
“ungodly Verses” were not included by Pope in his quarto and folio in 1737; these
omissions connect with both the imagining of Pope as irreligious and as putting on a
performance. Pope here refers to his poetry as “profane,” and his family as viewing it as
“ungodly,” which is reason enough to view Psalm XCI as irreligious; however, his
additional comments on being an “occasional conformist” in terms of religious behaviors
such as prayer only serve to solidify the performance of Pope at best a skeptic of religion,
and at worst, a heretic.78
Furthermore, Pope’s description of only appearing “grave and godly” in certain
circles reinforces the image of Pope as performing a role or assuming a mask to suit the
occasion. The image is further compounded by the doctored, authorized version of the
letter with the omission of Pope’s irreverent language, an edit that Pope makes himself to
ensure that readers of his correspondence viewed him in a favorable light, a practice that
causes Thomas Jemielity to refer to Pope as a “spin doctor.”79 Taken in conjunction with
the proposed timing of composition for the letter and Psalm XCI, a reading of Psalm XCI
as irreligious is more likely than the reading of Psalm XCI as the practice of true
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devotion. Just like Pamela, Pope performs as a virtuous believer with the design to be
seen as such by his audience, but his performance is unsuccessful and detectable.
Doui-Rheims Translation80
1The praise of a canticle for David. He •
that dwelleth in the aid of the most High,
shall
•
abide under the protection of the God of
Jacob.
2He shall say to the Lord: Thou art my •
protector, and my refuge: my God, in him
will I trust.
•
3For he hath delivered me from the snare•
of the hunters: and from the sharp word.
•

4He will overshadow thee with his
•
shoulders: and under his wings thou shalt
trust.
•
5His truth shall compass thee with a
shield: thou shalt not be afraid of the
•
terror of the night.
•
6Of the arrow that flieth in the day, of the
business that walketh about in the dark: of•
invasion, or of the noonday devil.
•
•
•
•

7A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten•
thousand at thy right hand: but it shall not
come nigh thee.
•
8But thou shalt consider with thy eyes: •
and shalt see the reward of the wicked.

Psalm XCI81
He who beneath thy shelt’ring wing
resides,
Whom thy hand leads, and whom thy
glory guides
To Heav’n familiar his bold vows shall
send,
And fearless say to God — Thou art my
friend!
’Tis Thou shalt save him from insidious
wrongs,
And the sharp arrows of censorious
tongues.
When gath’ring tempests swell the raging
main,
When thunder roars, and lightning blasts
the plain,
Amidst the wrack of nature undismay’d,
Safe shall he lye, and hope beneath thy
shade.
By day no perils shall the just affright,
No dismal dreams or groaning ghosts by
night.
His God shall guard him in the fighting
field,
And o’er his breast extend his saving
shield:
The whistling darts shall turn their points
away,
And fires around him innocently play.
Thousands on ev’ry side shall yield their
breath;
And twice ten thousand bite the ground in
death;
While he, serene in thought, shall calm
survey
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•

9Because thou, O Lord, art my hope: thou•
hast made the most High thy refuge.
10There shall no evil come to thee: nor
shall the scourge come near thy dwelling.
11For he hath given his angels charge •
over thee; to keep thee in all thy ways. •
12In their hands they shall bear thee up: •
lest thou dash thy foot against a stone.
•
•
•

13Thou shalt walk upon the asp and the •
basilisk: and thou shalt trample under foot•
the lion and the dragon.
•
•
14Because he hoped in me I will deliver •
him: I will protect him because he hath •
known my
•
name.
•
15He shall cry to me, and I will hear him:•
I am with him in tribulation, I will deliver•

him,
and I will glorify him.
16I will fill him with length of days; and •I
will shew him my salvation.
•
•
•

The sinners fall, and bless the vengeful
day!
Heav’n is thy hope: thy refuge fix’d
above;
No harms can reach thee, and no force
shall move.
I see protecting Myriads round thee fly,
And all the bright Militia of the sky.
These in thy dangers timely and shall
bring,
Raise in their arms, and waft thee on their
wing,
These shall perform th’ almighty orders
given,
Direct each step, and smooth the path to
Heaven.
Thou on the fiery Basilisk shalt tread,
And fearless crush the swelling Aspick’s
head,
Rouze the huge Dragon, with a spurn,
from rest,
And fix thy foot upon the Lion’s crest.
Lo I, his God! in all his toils am near;
I see him ever, and will ever hear:
When he the rage of sinners shall sustain,
I share his griefs and feel my self the pain:
When foes conspiring rise against his rest,
I’ll stretch my arm, and snatch him to my
breast.
Him will I heap with honours, and with
praise,
And glut with full satiety of days;
Him with my glories crown; and when he
dies,
To him reveal my joys and open all my
skies.

In keeping with Pope as a satirist, rather than as a devout Psalm paraphraser, Pope
specifically selects Psalm 91, rather than just any psalm, which illuminates his design.
Several images within the Psalm itself demonstrate the use value of the psalm for Pope,
foremost among these images being the shield in verse five: “His truth shall compass thee
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with a shield:” (DRB), which Pope then rephrases as “His God shall guard him in the
fighting field,/And o’er his breast extend his saving shield.” The usage of the shield
additionally evokes Ephesians 6:16, where Paul describes the shield of faith, “wherewith
you may be able to extinguish all the fiery darts of the most wicked one.” The language
that Paul utilizes replicates Pope’s own performance of the believer that must face
“insidious wrongs,” which Pope protects against by using the Psalm itself. The image of
the shield is the key to Pope’s selection of the ninety-first Psalm, because Pope is
utilizing the Psalm as a shield himself – the mask of the satirist that secures his authority
and protection from the “censorious tongues” that surround him.
Pope makes the obvious shift in speakers from psalmist to God evident in line 33,
which corresponds to the shift in speakers that occurs in verse 14 of the scripture;
however, starting at line 21, the speaker begins to speak in first person, which gives the
reading of lines 21 to 42 as being entirely voiced by God. Throughout the Psalm, the
third person believer is guided, protected, and avenged by the God that assumes the voice
towards the end of the poem, and in the ambiguity of line 21 onwards, becomes the
second-person that is being spoken directly to by God. The larger sense of God as the
primary speaker, particularly in the final verses, makes Psalm XCI read as Pope assuming
the voice of God.
Pope as the voice of God delivering judgement upon the “rage of sinners” and
providing succor to those who believe in him is the main irreligious move of Psalm XCI.
It is the assumption of the voice of God that rings as irreverent and self-absorbed, much
like Pope’s own claim to deity farther on in his career in the Epilogue to the Satires:
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Yes, I am proud; I must be proud to see
Men not afraid of God, afraid of me:
Safe from the Bar, the Pulpit, and the Throne,
Yet touch’d and sham’d by Ridicule alone.82
Pope here imagines himself as replacing God in the imaginations of mankind, and he
assumes the authority to replace such powerful establishments as the courts of law, the
Church, and the King. Pope sets himself up to become the judge, jury, and executioner of
morality; however, returning to the idea of Pope as a “spin doctor,” Pope’s elected editor,
Warburton, excuses line 208 in particular as “ironical” and that Pope is actually
“[insinuating] a subject of the deepest humiliation.”83 On their own, the lines could be
reasonably read as ironic or satiric; however, Pope’s rhetorical moves within his Psalm
XCI and his irreverent The First Psalm adequately demonstrate that Pope’s pretensions
towards being viewed as an omnipotent God are not to be excused and should be taken
seriously as an irreligious attitude. Fabricant describes Pope’s posture in the Epilogue as
“an almost god-like being who strikes fear and trembling into even the most brazen of his
impious contemporaries.”84 Indeed, Pope casts himself as the replacement for God in his
Epilogue, but he had already cast himself as God in his Psalm XCI and utilized his
appropriation of the voice of God, delivering judgement upon the immoral and providing
defense for the just.
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For Pope, the voicing of Psalm 91 is not just limited to speaker/reader, but it is an
act of embodying. Lewis contends that “Pope’s struggles to control the way his readers
‘saw’ him in print are well known from the perspective of that poet’s malformed body,” a
thought that Lewis traces to Deutsch’s assertion that “If Pope’s text is a monstrous
distortion, then Pope himself is a monster.”85 While Deutsch draws her claim from the
responses to Pope’s classical imitations and satires that target both Pope’s writing and his
body, her reading can be applied to the monsters and irreligious handling of Psalm 91.
No matter which mask Pope assumes in Psalm XCI, his monstrous body is
involved in how he imagines himself within the text, whether he be the righteous believer
or the omnipotent God. According to Samuel Johnson, a monster is “Something out of
the common order of nature,” which is the accepted modern definition of the monster;
however, he provides a secondary definition, which lists a monster as “Something
horrible for deformity, wickedness, or mischief.”86 Johnson’s secondary definition is
where the characterization of Pope comes into play – his deformed body is the result of
his wickedness and mischief, his status as a monster secure in the public imagination.
Pope’s deformity can be thus viewed as the natural result of his monstrous speech, a
connection his critics readily made in their remarks.
Satire, Pope’s main mode of writing, has a monstrous connection as well – to that
of the satyr of Greek mythology. For example, in John Cleland’s Memoirs of a Woman
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of Pleasure, Fanny Hill refers to Mr. Crofts as a satyr, which has as much to do with his
sexual appetite as it does his monstrous appearance, which is described as “a man rather
past threescore, short and ill made, with a yellow cadaverous hue, great goggling eyes…
yet, made as he was thus in mock of man, he was so blind to his staring deformities.”87
Paul Grootkerk describes the satyr as the “personification both of innocence and of evil”
and “transformed by Christianity, which considered satyric associations as being satanic,
into the Devil.”88 In the eighteenth-century, satire was understood as being derived from
satyrs, which adds another level of monstrosity to Pope’s reputation as a satirist. Dennis
makes the connection of satire, Pope, and monstrosity more clear in his A True Character
of Mr. Pope, where he claims that “The grosser part of [Pope’s] gentle Readers believe
the Beast to be more than Man; as Ancient Rusticks took his Ancestors for those Demy
Gods they call Fauns and Satyrs.”89 By referring to Pope as being descended from satyrs,
Dennis implies that Pope’s monstrous form and satiric writing is united with the beastly
and satanic.
Mary Wortley Montagu does not just imply a satanic connection when she casts
Pope as the satanic serpent in Verses Address’d to the Imitator of Horace and instead
directly connects Pope’s disabled body to that of the Devil in the Garden of Eden:
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When God created Thee, one would believe,
He said the same as to the Snake of Eve;
To human Race Antipathy declare,
‘Twixt them and Thee be everlasting War.
But oh! The Sequel of the Sentence dread,
And whilst you bruise their Heel, beware your Head.90
Montagu is understandably responding to a slight against herself and Lord Hervey found
in Pope’s The First Satire of the Second Book of Horace Imitated, but her
characterization of Pope as the embodiment of Satan is very close to the satanic
implications of Psalm 91. She declares that “It was the Equity of righteous Heav’n,/That
such a Soul to such a Form was giv’n,” making Pope’s monstrous body a just outcome
from his evil satires. 91
Pope’s response to Montagu’s condemnation of him as the serpent in the Garden
of Eden in Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot plays upon Milton’s description of Satan, but Pope
develops the connection by describing the serpent’s form and actions:
Or at the ear of Eve, familiar Toad,
Half froth, half venom, spits himself abroad,
In puns, or politicks, or tales, or lyes,
Or spite, or smut, or rhymes, or blasphemies.
….
Eve’s tempter thus the Rabbins have exprest,
A Cherub’s face, a reptile all the rest,
Beauty that shocks you, parts that none will trust,
Wit that can creep, and pride that licks the dust.92
Pope, according to Johnson, was described as possessing a “remarkable gentleness and
sweetness of disposition” and a pretty voice as a young child in spite of his poor bodily
health and eventual deformity, which is mirrored in Pope’s description of himself as one
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with a “Cherub’s face” and a reptilian body. Further, Dennis notes that Pope is
recognizable “by that Angel face and form of his,” but he states that it is a further
signifier of Pope’s Satanic characteristics, thereby reinforcing Pope’s claims to a
Cherub’s face and reptilian body.93 The “half froth, half venom” represents Pope’s style
and content of his poetry – his poetry is half angry spittle, half poisonous insult and
deception to his readers, reflected in the image of the noxious serpent of the Devil. Pope
is not necessarily agreeing with Montagu’s description of himself, but he is
acknowledging that to the outside world, his body and personality are read as monstrous
and satanic, much like the beasts in verse thirteen of Psalm ninety-one.
The creatures of verse thirteen are of great interest in examining the connection
between monsters, deformity, speech, and Pope’s form in his verse. He devotes four
lines to listing the creatures and the conquering of said creatures, which indicates that he
was particularly interested in conveying the image of treading upon the creatures, and
which connects with Pope’s usage of the Psalm as a disguise for and shield from
criticism. It can also be read as Pope’s imagining of himself as the one who treads upon
the creatures, representing his own conquering of his deformity, or at the very least, the
connection of his deformity as a result of perceived moral turpitude or internal sin.
Finally, it is Pope’s attempt to assume the voice of God, whether he is the secure believer
or Christ himself, conquering the satanic beasts of society, but in doing so, he reveals his
own irreligiosity and satanic qualities that his detractors often accused him of possessing.
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DRAGONS
While the dragon could easily be substituted by the other serpents present in verse
thirteen, the usage of the dragon signals an immediate connection to Satan and moral
turpitude that Pope is aware of in his paraphrase of Psalm ninety-one. According to John
Duns, “[The dragon] is used figuratively to represent the enemies of the Lord… The term
is thus a general one, signifying any monstrous creature.”94 Considering how Pope
assumes of the role of the God speaker found in Psalm ninety-one, the dragon, alongside
the other beasts listed in verse thirteen, can simply represent Pope’s enemies – likely
John Dennis, known for his fiery temper which could be akin to the breath of the dragon.
However, Pope’s deformed body and the rhetoric leveraged against his monstrous form
indicates that Pope can be the dragon himself, despite his desires to be seen otherwise.
In the biblical sense, the dragon is very directly related to the personage of Satan
himself. Johnathan D. Evans emphasizes this connection when he states that “The
dragon in Christianity represents spiritual evil, incarnate in the figure of Satan.”95
Indeed, the Bible also directly claims “And that great dragon was cast out, that old
serpent, who is called the devil and Satan, who seduceth the whole world.”96 Dennis yet
again makes the connection between the draconic form of Satan and with Pope’s
character when he declares “’Tis certain at least, that his Original is not from Adam, but
from the Devil. By his constant and malicious Lying… ‘tis plain that he wants nothing
but Horns and Tail, to be the exact Resemblance, both in Shape and Mind, of his Infernal
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Father.”97 Pope’s satire is often referred to as libel by Dennis, and his libel is deceptive
and cruel, indicating that Pope’s language is that of Satan, and that the fiery breath of the
dragon is that of Pope’s own satires.
Deception is a key signifier of the dragon in biblical texts, which reinforces the
characterization of Pope as the dragon in Psalm 91. Although the Doui Rheims version
states that the devil “seduceth” the whole world, the King James Version explicitly uses
the word “deceiveth” in conjunction with the iteration of the dragon as Satan. Dennis
points towards Pope’s deceptive speech, which ties in with Pope’s self-pitying
description of himself as the Miltonic toad who speaks “In puns, or politicks, or tales, or
lyes,/Or spite, or smut, or rhymes, or blasphemies.”98 The language that Pope indicates
in his list largely relates to deceptive speech, a connection that is later echoed in the
venom of the asp.
However, Evans points out that the dragon is not limited to a direct relation to
Satan, but has several symbols, “many of which involve either the means or the results of
satanic seduction: heresy, pride, wickedness, corruption…”99 The dragon is thus
emblematic of failed or Satanic morals, as well as the embodiment of Satan himself, both
of which can be applied to Pope’s monstrous form. Either George Duckett or John
Dennis assert that “He did the Faults of Courtiers next provide,/Scandal, and Smut, and
lies, and servile Pride,” where the servile pride is attributed to Pope, in addition to his
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“smut” and “lies.”100 Fabricant highlights the lack of the “objective correlative” that
authorizes Pope’s satire, which “leaves only the image of a dramatic, bloated, allconsuming, sublime Self that takes over center stage.”101 As Fabricant notes, Pope’s
reasons for his invectives lack clear and plausible reasons that justify his reactions,
turning his depiction of himself into that of the vainglorious dragon, rather than the
desired righteous believer or avenging Christ. Not only does Pope’s body and speech
mirror that of the Satanic dragon, so do his morals and character.
ASPS
Although there is some slippage between the adder and the asp in the Authorized
Version, Pope’s usage of the Doui Rheims demonstrates the consistent reference to asps
as the poisonous serpent of choice. Of course, the asp as a poisonous serpent yet again
recalls references to the Devil found in Genesis, but there are more specific references
made by a connection to an asp, rather than a dragon or a basilisk. Asps are used in
conjunction with the speech of the ungodly or evil people; for example, the Psalmist later
writes “[The evil man and the unjust man] have sharpened their tongues like a serpent:
the venom of asps is under their lips.”102 The speech of the ungodly as venom is again
echoed in the New Testament, when Paul writes of the unjust men that “Their throat is an
open sepulchre; with their tongues they have dealt deceitfully. The venom of asps is
under their lips,” which is a direct quotation by Paul of Psalm 13:3.103 The image of the
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asp as emblematic of evil speech is most significant in conjunction with Pope’s desired
aim of combatting the “censorious tongues” of his critics, as well as their accusations
against Pope for his own venomous speech.
The venom of asps as the speech of Pope’s critics is easy to detect. Almost every
one of Pope’s critics target Pope’s disability, as well as his polemics within his writing,
often combining the two into a single attack. For example, although printed as
anonymous, Dennis claims that anyone who imitates Pope will be “What a Viper is in
Winter, cold and creeping, and stupid, and venomous.”104 Dennis covertly unites Pope’s
own venomous speech with that of the viper’s reptilian form, forcing Pope to be
embodied as a monstrous serpent, a comparison that Pope does not shy away from,
however. The Miltonic Satan that Pope pitifully compares himself to in his Epistle to Dr.
Arbuthnot is described as “Half froth, half venom, spits himself abroad.”105 Pope,
assuming the persona of the libeled person, echoes the insults aimed at both his deformed
body and his satirical writing to call attention to the spite in the speech of his critics, but
in so doing, he does exactly as they describe – Pope becomes the venomous serpent that
spits and creeps as much as his critics.
Furthermore, the speech of the asp is not limited to invectives, but is also
connected to the telling of lies or the spreading of false speech. As noted in Psalm 13 and
Romans 13, the poison of asps is connected to deceitfulness, which corresponds with a
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Psalm that has some similarities with Psalm ninety-one: “[The wicked] have spoken false
things… like the deaf asp that stoppeth her ears.”106 The Satanic Toad that Pope
identifies with in his Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot is said to speak “In puns, or politicks, or
tales, or lyes,/Or spite, or smut, or rhymes, or blasphemies.”107 Of course, spite and smut
are more in keeping with the insulting nature of Pope’s writings, but the list includes
speech acts that are related to deception, like “politicks, or tales, or lies” of the asps and
with the characterization of the dragon that also accompanies the asp found in verse
thirteen of Psalm ninety-one.
BASILISKS
Unlike the asps and dragons, the basilisk is unique to Pope’s rendering of Psalm
XCI. The Latin Vulgate gives verse thirteen as “super aspidem et basiliscum ambulabis
et; conculcabis leonem et draconem” and Pope’s usage of the Douai Rheims thus
translates the Latin into “Thou shalt walk upon the asp and the basilisk: and thou shalt
trample under foot the lion and the dragon.” The word “basiliscum” is the obvious source
of the English “basilisk” in the Douai Rheims and Pope’s version of Psalm 91. The more
common King James Version of verse thirteen excludes mention of the basilisk; however,
the word “cockatrice,” which is said to be the sire of the basilisk, appears instead. The
book of Isaiah does tell us that out of the fruit of the cockatrice shall come “a fiery flying
serpent.”108 Furthermore, the language of the “fiery flying serpent,” which could
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conceivably be the basilisk, is indicative of a dragon, which is also named in verse
thirteen.
In any case, the basilisk as equivalent to the dragon or to the asp links the
characteristics of these other two beasts to our interpretation of the basilisk and its
relationship to Pope. As Laurence Breiner states, “The context in Isaiah also encouraged
an association of the [basilisk] with evil, and this underlies its treatment in Christian
commentary as a type of the Devil… [that] like Milton’s Satan before the Fall, still
carries himself upright.”109 The basilisk, like the dragon and the asp, is meant to be read
as Satanic, which reinforces Pope’s performance of both conquering evil and at the same
time engaging in or being labelled as Satanic and morally corrupt.
If the mythology of the basilisk is taken into account, the layer of blindness and
deformity is further added to the interpretation of the basilisk as poisonous serpent akin to
the asps, vipers, and dragons that do recur in the Bible – linking blindness to concepts of
sin, wickedness, defilement, Satan, etc. The blindness resultant from the basilisk is also
important in imagining Pope’s connection to the basilisk. Dennis accuses Pope of being
“A wretch, whose true Religion is his Interest, and yet so stupidly blind to that Interest,
that he often meets her, without knowing her, and very grosly Affronts her.”110 While
vicious, Dennis’ accusation does ring true; if Pope was less concerned with alienating his
contemporaries, his self-interests and desire to be viewed favorably would be fulfilled,
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making Pope’s blindness one of his many moral failings that connect him back to his
embodiment in a twisted form that is the result of his moral turpitude.
LIONS
In the Bible, lions have a much more ambivalent place than the more obvious
aforementioned serpents. On one hand, Jesus Christ is referred to in scripture as the
“Lion of the Tribe of Juda,” which is a reference to the blessing of Jacob to Judah in
Genesis 49:8-10.111 The linking of the lion to Jesus and Judah acts as a connection of the
lion to royalty or rulership, which is not necessarily a bad thing. Additionally, the lion is
referred to in a positive light in Proverbs 28:1, which equates the righteous with the
boldness of the lion, a desirable quality to possess. Although the lion that David slays to
protect his flock is equated to Goliath, it also heralds the defeat of Goliath and
demonstrates the power of David as the future king, which reinforces the connection
between the lion and the role of kingship, a connection that Pope may have wished to
capitalize upon in service to his satires and to avoid prosecution by libel laws.
Lions also have a negative role – Daniel in the lions’ den is the most obvious
example, and Samson’s encounter with a lion is also a questionable interaction. The lion
in the Old Testament is most often linked with defeat, destruction, and judgment, while
the lion in the New Testament is explicitly linked with Satan – “Be sober, be vigilant;
because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may
devour.”112 It is this link which cohesively connects the dragon/basilisk/asp/adder in Ps.
91:13. The specific mention of the lion as a “young” lion also confirms the connection of
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the serpents and the lion as emblematic of sin/corruption/Satan, because pretty much all
references to the lion as being “young” indicates that the lion is violent and deceptive.113
The beastly bodies that populate Psalm 91 and that Pope uses in his paraphrase
are intimately tied to Pope’s own deformed body. Pope is attempting, through his
embodiment as speaker within Psalm XCI, to establish his status as the secure believer,
free from religious condemnation, and as Deutsch where “such humiliating visibility also
marks this author as a rightful owner of literary property and legislator of culture, who
comes to display his own deformity as the evidence of moral heroism.”114 Ultimately,
Pope is trying to twist Psalm XCI to serve as evidence of his own vulnerabilities, but in
so doing, he reveals his own beastly form and self-aggrandizement, flipping Psalm XCI
from a pious act into a self-serving shield and reveals what Fabricant refers to as the
“dramatic, bloated, all-consuming, sublime Self that takes over center stage.”
Pope’s only documented psalms both reveal that Pope is not interested in
performing as a devout man, and his purposes for paraphrasing the Psalms are not the
same as Smart and Watts’ design. While Smart and Watts make very clear their desired
aim for their Psalms to be utilized in private devotion and public worship, neither of
Pope’s psalms are suitable nor intended for such religiously zealous purposes. Instead,
Pope’s The First Psalm is an evident ridicule of the devotional fervor that guides writers
such as Smart and Watts, and his Psalm XCI reveals his own performance of morality,
which later comes into play during his judgement during the Dunciad controversy.
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CHAPTER THREE

RELIGION IN THE DUNCIAD CONTROVERSY

Although it is dated as being written in 1710 and thus predates the Dunciad
controversy by almost two decades, Pope’s Psalm XCI anticipates the acrimony of Pope’s
portraits of the dunces and the public response to Pope’s depictions of public figures in
his 1728 Dunciad. Pope’s casting of himself as God and as the secure believer that is
shielded from “insidious wrongs” and “censorious tongues” is very prescient of Pope’s
assumption of moral authority in dictating the morality of good writing and his apologias
in response to contemporaries that lambasted Pope. While Psalm XCI acts as a prophecy,
A Roman Catholic Version of the First Psalm is explicitly linked to the 1728 Dunciad
controversy and lends credence to the claims of heresy and profanity laid at Pope’s feet
by his contemporaries.
A Roman Catholic Version of the First Psalm has a resurgence in infamy during
the 1728 Dunciad controversy when it became the incontrovertible evidence to
eighteenth-century critics of Pope’s blasphemous, malicious, and deformed soul which
made his insults in the Dunciad possible. Eliza Haywood, who is described very
unflatteringly in the 1728 Dunciad, responds in her own Female Dunciad:
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Can any one… exempt Mr. Pope from the guilt either of Lewdness or
Profaneness? Or think that he has any just colour for upbraiding others with their
Carnalities, stiled by his Mother Church Venal Sins? The sprinklings of Scriptural
Ridicule throughout fully convince me, that his Burlesque of the first Psalm, was
a Poetical Present made to some such Doxy as he here describes.115
Haywood connects the mockery Pope makes of religious figures to his burlesque of the
first Psalm and uses A Roman Catholic Version of the First Psalm as evidence to
demonstrate how Pope is a hypocrite for lampooning moral and devout writers when he
himself is not untainted by his own sins. The hypocrisy of Pope that Haywood brings to
attention is key to understanding Pope’s irreligious performance in the 1728 Dunciad by
including Christian writers and figures and passing his own moral judgement upon them.
Pope’s inclusion of religious writers and figures in the 1728 Dunciad indicates
that for Pope, sincerely devout and pious poetry is a mark of dullness and worthy of
mockery. Robert Griffin asserts that “When truth is inverted, the result is demonic. I
must therefore repeat what so many of The Dunciad’s critics have long known: bad art,
for Pope, implies a moral failure, which begins in the arrogance of presuming a function
beyond one's abilities.”116 Indeed, Pope casts himself as the expert in good taste and
writing and largely castigates those he deems to be bad writers, especially in the 1728
Dunciad. Much like how Pope’s The First Psalm is a mockery of the “bad art” of
Sternhold and Hopkins, Pope leverages religiosity in The Dunciad to reinforce his moral
standards, regardless of whether they are orthodox or not.
Richard Blackmore, like Isaac Watts, writes in a poetic mode that heavily relies
upon Biblical language and imagery, and he also published his own version of the
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Psalms, as well as essays on the use of religion in writing – just like Watts, Blackmore’s
writing centered around authentic devotional expressions, rather than art or elegance.
Blackmore also was quick to disparage A Roman Catholic Version of the First Psalm
when it was first published; he writes that
the godless Author has burlesqu'd the First Psalm of David in so obscene and
profane a manner, that perhaps no Age ever saw such an insolent Affront offer'd
to the establish'd Religion of their Country, and this, good Heaven! with
Impunity. A sad Demonstration this, of the low Ebb to which the British Vertue
is reduc'd in these degenerate Times.117
Blackmore’s criticism remains a valid criticism of Pope’s irreligiosity by burlesquing
Psalm 1. Johnson credits Blackmore’s comment on the First Psalm as the reason for the
enduring enmity between him and Pope and refers to Blackmore’s response as a
“becoming abhorrence,” which indicates that Johnson disapproved of the burlesque and
agreed with Blackmore – Pope’s performance of irreligiosity in A Roman Catholic
Version of the First Psalm did not appear as a performance to his contemporaries and was
condemned as much as his castigation of religious figures.118
John Dennis, another religious writer lampooned in the Dunciad, alludes to the
same sentiment regarding A Roman Catholic Version of the First Psalm in his Remarks
on Mr. Pope’s Translation of Homer, where he avers “Can any one wonder, that one who
has frankly and gayly, without any Provocation, and intirely against his Interest, done an
Action by which he has disclaim’d all Pretence to Religion” and Dennis attributes Pope’s
lack of piety to his status as a Catholic, because “a Popish Rhymester has been brought
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up with a Contempt for those Sacred Writings in the Language which he understands.”119
Despite Pope’s lack of strict adherence to the Catholic doctrine and practice, Dennis is
making a pertinent point: Pope is viewed as a blasphemer, and has no desire to exhibit
any respect for religion, whether it be the clergy, devout writers, or scripture itself.
The continual reminder of The First Psalm also prompted a response from Pope
in an effort to mitigate the legitimate claims of blasphemy and heresy attributed to him
after the publishing of the 1728 Dunciad. In his apologia Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot, Pope
decries “The tale reviv’d, the lye so oft o’erthrown,/Th’ imputed trash, and dulness not
his own.”120 Pope glosses the lies and “imputed trash” as “Profane Psalms, Court-Poems,
and other scandalous things, printed in his Name.”121 Of course, Pope is directly
referring to A Roman Catholic Version of the First Psalm, but the plurality of “Psalms”
indicates that Psalm XCI could be included one of the profane “Psalms” that serve as
evidence of Pope’s eschewal of authentic religious writing and devotion.
The religious language surrounding the Dunciad controversy and the nature of
Pope’s satire trouble the traditional notion of satire as benefitting the common weal. In
order to resolve the question of Pope’s relationship with the common weal, Anna Foy
claims that “Pope developed and enacted a grander, bolder, more threatening notion of
the satirist as a public reformer whose indulgence of vice proved essential to his strategy
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for governing the passions.”122 Pope’s indulgence of vice is unsuccessful in reforming
the public, however; instead, Pope’s satire becomes the prime example of “going too far”
and instead harms and belittles several of the Dunces. Foy also states that through the
Dunciad controversy, “Pope proved willing to stimulate passions more violent, more
unruly, less ‘Christian,’ and less obviously tempered by reason.”123 In this case, by
stimulating the “less Christian,” Pope reveals his own self-interest and his disdain for
Christian sentiment. In essence, Pope’s vision of the common weal included protecting
his own self-image at the cost of true devotion and other people’s reputations.
Donald Siebert provides a possible reading of the satire that attempts to remove
the religious concerns of the Dunciad when he states “In any satirical mode in which
irony figures predominantly (this would tend to exclude something like Juvenalian
vituperation), the speaker implies that he is cool and detached, superior to the object of
the satire. He does not appear to take it seriously, and so he annihilates it with
laughter.”124 (209). As Siebert states, if Pope were writing as the balanced Horatian
satirist out to reform a true moral or social ill, the lampoon of the Dunces would merely
cause laughter and lead to a reformation; however, Siebert’s exception to the rule,
Juvenalian satire, is the mode in which Pope approaches the Dunces, thus castigating
various individuals for such wrongs as bad writing and personally slighting Pope, rather
than larger concerns of public good. Pope's condemnation of the Dunces as figures of
Satan and England as the children of Israel while also committing religious errors himself
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is the evidence of Pope attempting to use religiosity for his own purposes, rather than
from a sincere heart.
At the time of its publishing, the 1728 Dunciad was a shocking and controversial
work that sparked what scholars have referred to as a “Paper War” – Pope’s
contemporaries and the subjects of his unflattering Dunicad fought back with evidence of
Pope as a godless, inhuman, malicious monster and who was a close to being the Devil as
humanly possible. Foy rightly explains the explosive reaction of early readers who
“devised creatures that represented Pope’s mean mode of satire, [and] emphasized Pope’s
physical deformities (borrowing, too, from Pope’s mode of portraiture in The Dunciad),
and many did both at the same time, so as to associate his satire with unnatural,
inhumane, monstrous meanness.”125 It is the reactions of Pope’s contemporaries that are
far more revealing of Pope’s character and his perceived lack of religious devotion, all of
which inform Pope’s own aim towards being imagined as a moral satirist.
Pope’s self-presentation as a moral satirist motivates his performance of
religiosity. Dennis specifically targets Pope’s assumed religiosity and his desire to be
seen as the moral satirist when he directs readers’ attention to Pope’s mercurial
"devotion":
A very comprehensive Creature, in whom all Contradictions meet, and all
Contrarieties are reconcil’d; when at one and the same time, like the Ancient
Centaurs, [Pope] is a Beast and a Man, a Whig and a Tory, a virulent Papist, and
yet forsooth, a Pillar of the Church of England… A Jesuitical Professor of Truth,
a base and foul Pretender to Candour.126
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Dennis, as Foy describes, attacks Pope and describes him in terms of his monstrous
meanness, but he also depicts the hypocrisy that Pope displays in his attempts to perform
the role of the devout moral satirist. Note how Dennis criticizes Pope’s waffling between
his professed religion as a “virulent Papist” and as “a Pillar of the Church of England” –
Pope plays a particular role of religiosity to suit the occasion, and thus is a “foul
Pretender” who does not truly exhibit authentic devotion in terms of the religious norms
of the times.
Dennis’ observation also plays a role in understanding Pope’s desired façade of
the balanced moral satirist. Pope aims to be the moderate Horatian satirist, as
demonstrated by his usage of Horace as an apologia and by what Dennis describes as “all
contrarieties are reconciled” – Pope performs as a Whig or a Tory when necessary to
demonstrate a nonpartisanship to secure his place as the moderate. Rebecca Price Parkin
comments on the nature of Pope’s attention to balance when she claims “Pope was
always attentive to balance, particularly in establishing a positive satiric norm.”127
However, Pope’s attacks found within the Dunciad controversy lack in measured
moderation and in a plausible objective corollary that justifies the strength of Pope’s
invectives, making a positive satiric norm impossible for Pope to execute. Instead of
aiming for a positive satiric norm, Pope’s attention to balance reveals his preoccupation
with the public perception of himself and his writing.
The norm of the eighteenth-century satire was to both entertain and to instruct,
and was always to be aimed towards executing some sort of necessary reform or
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correction of a social ill, reasons which are centered around benefitting what is referred to
as the “common weal.” Oliver Goldsmith reinforces the importance of a free press and
the aim towards assisting the common weal when he writes that “The dullest writer talks
of virtue, and liberty, and benevolence with esteem; tells his true story, filled with good
and wholesome advice; warns against slavery, bribery, or the bite of a mad dog, and
dresses up his little useful magazine of knowledge and entertainment, at least with a good
intention”; he also makes the sweeping observation that in English culture at this time,
“publications in general aim at either mending either the heart, or improving the common
weal.”128 The good intention of even the worst writer is viewed as beneficial to the
common good; however, Pope does not fit into this worldview, nor does he agree with it,
as his Dunciad attests to his opinion of the uses of dull writers.
Satire as a method for social and moral reform is common to the eighteenthcentury, but the moral change that Pope is pushing for in the Dunciad through the use of
Biblical language and imagery lacks the same urgency and objective concern that
authorizes actual satire. Parkin claims that “Right or wrong, Pope took satire seriously as
an instrument for moral reform. The frequency, the intensity, and the felicity with which
he uses Biblical and ecclesiastical references in the satires proper, as well as in satiric
passages of poems mainly didactic or mock-heroic, colour the moral stance of his satiric
persona and affect the tone of all that persona says.”129 Parkin asserts that the clergy is
considered corrupt by Pope and that is why he targets them in The Dunciad, but her claim
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does not account for the Dissenting clergy mentioned in the 1728 Dunciad, nor does it
justify Pope’s usage of biblical language to achieve his own moral judgement. She also
provides an apologia for the charge of blasphemy laid at Pope’s feet; in terms of The
Rape of the Lock, she avers “The blasphemy – and satiric inversion of Biblical material
not infrequently borders on blasphemy – is not Pope’s but Belinda’s.”130 Indeed, Pope’s
burlesque of the first Psalm receives the credit of being blasphemous as a direct result of
the inversion of the Biblical material; however, Pope takes the inversion too far and ends
up expressing his lack of respect for religious texts and those who write with religious
devotion in mind.
Within the satire of the Dunciad, readers can locate Pope’s supposed moral,
which is weighed down by Pope’s attempts at commandeering religious language to
legitimatize his claims. Parkin contends that “And it is in various permutations of the
satiric mode that Pope achieves a type of religious statement.”131 Indeed, Pope does
achieve a religious statement; however, it is not a positive or edifying statement. The
morality of Pope is revealed through his inclusion of writers that are truly dedicated to
the common weal in his 1728 Dunciad, and the transformation of religious language
indicates that the reformation Pope is aiming for is his perceived social ill of dry,
religious writing, which he sees as “bad” writing.
Bad writing is a moral failure according to Pope – his usage of Watts as a dunce
in the 1728 Dunciad is a salient example of the likely connection between Pope as the
harbinger of judgement over good taste in writing. Watts writes in the preface to his
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Hymns and Spiritual Songs that “Some of the Beauties of Poesy are neglected, and some
willfully defaced: I have thrown out the Lines that were too sonorous, and giv’n an Allay
to the Verse, lest a more exalted Turn of Thought or Language should darken or disturb
the Devotion of the plainest Souls.”132 Watts acknowledges that the elegance of “good”
poetry is lacking, which is anathema for Pope; however, he adds the caveat that the
intended purpose for his paraphrase of the Psalms is for them to be used in worship,
where he aims to improve the devotion of the church body.
Johnson concurs with Watts’ own assessment of his poetry when he states “But
[Watts’] devotional poetry is, like that of others, unsatisfactory. The paucity of its topics
enforces perpetual repetition, and the sanctity of the matter rejects the ornaments of
figurative diction.”133 However, Johnson does allow that “happy will be the reader
whose mind is disposed, by his verses or his prose, to imitate [Watts] in all but his nonconformity, to copy his benevolence to man, and his reverence to God.”134 Watts’ poetry
and style cannot be too elevated, at the risk of distracting from the devotional purpose of
his verse, but he retains a positive reputation for his authentic devotional verse, as
demonstrated by Johnson. Pope may condemn dull, sacred writing, but he cannot make
an equal claim to possessing Watts’ reputation.
The moral judgment of good and bad taste as arbitrated by Pope is furthered by
the context in which Watts is mentioned. Pope names Watts as one of the writers whose
works are part of the hero, Tibbald’s, collection of books; he writes “A Gothic Vatican!
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Of Greece and Rome/Well-purg’d and worthy Wesley, Watts, and Blome.”135 According
to David Fairer and Catherine Gerrard, Pope’s usage of “gothic” means “tasteless” and
“uncivilized,” while Valerie Rumbold explains it as being used “as broadly equivalent to
‘medieval’, but carries the pejorative charge of degeneration from the classic authority of
‘Greece and Rome.’”136 Pope’s aesthetic morality centers not on writing that is devoutly
religious, but that honors the Ancients of Greece and Rome. In his Citizen of the World,
Oliver Goldsmith makes the assertion that "The countries where sacerdotal instruction
alone is permitted, remain in ignorance, superstition, and hopeless slavery" (47), which
echoes the morality of Pope in relation to religious thought and writing – namely, that it
is tasteless, uncivilized, and produces bad writing.137 Pope’s conception of what is good
and right excludes true religiosity as demonstrated by Watts, whom Pope deems to be
tasteless and ignorant.
Finally, in the case of Pope’s moral priorities, critics of Pope often point out
Pope’s focus on bad writing as a moral flaw. In The Life of the Late Celebrated Mrs.
Elizabeth Wisebourn, Pope is described as a Poet who claims “Since, (only from what he
has said himself) he is superior to all others, in the Art of Poetry especially.”138
Johnathan Smedley attributes Pope’s moral superiority to his Catholic upbringing when
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he states that “Pope, as a Papist, must be a Tory and Highflyer, and, as such, he must lay
down Rules for Heroics, Epics, Elegiacs, Sylva’s, Eidylliums, Epigrams, and a whole
Alphabet of Names, in Prosodiacal Learning; and then, according to his own Principles,
he must animadvert upon you, if you submit not, passively, to his Regimens and
Forms.”139 Pope is repeatedly described as imposing his own morality based on aesthetic
preferences upon other writers and as Smedley notes, castigates those who do not meet
Pope’s standards of morality, which is connected to Pope’s religious status as a Catholic.
However, imposing bad writing as a moral failure upon other writers, particularly the
religious figures of the day, is not a genuine social ill that needs correcting. Thus, Pope’s
polemics in the 1728 Dunciad in particular lack an objective corollary that legitimates his
claims.
Pope consistently attempts to paint himself to readers in the light of the wronged
man who is unreasonably attacked by the masses and thus his satire is justified. Weinbrot
states that “[The satirist] might also argue that he hurt no one in any case, and that he was
only responding to and not initiating attacks.”140 Pope demonstrates this rhetorical move
in The Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot, “'I’d never name Queens, Ministers, or Kings;/Keep
close to Ears, and those let asses prick,/’Tis nothing’ – Nothing? If they bite and kick?”141
Pope is being advised, presumably by Lintot, to ignore the “coxcombs” that attack Pope
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and specifically target his body and his faith, but Pope’s response indicates that he has
been wrongfully abused and that he cannot ignore the insults which “bite” and “kick.”
Pope reinforces his claim to innocence in the advertisements affixed to the preface of the
Warburton edition of the 1743 Dunciad, where he provides a list of “Books, Papers, and
Verses, In which our Author was abused before the publication of the Dunciad, with the
true names of the authors.”142 Pope’s comprehensive list and claims in Epistle to Dr.
Arbuthnot are key to his presentation of himself to posterity as the moral satirist that
Maynard Mack refers to as “being more sinned against than sinning.”
Pope as the moral man who has been more sinned against is the Horatian mask
that Pope designs for readers to see; however, his hypocrisy in The Dunciad allows
readers to see the Juvenalian attacks that lie beneath. Weinbrot describes an example of a
satirist disguising their motives, in an act of hypocrisy, in order to better reveal them: “At
first [Boileau] decided to reply in a serious apologia; but he quickly saw that he played
the part of an angry man and that he fell into the same error as the poets who had attacked
him. Since showing his anger would not do, Boileau changed his plan”; Weinbrot
concludes that “By assuming an extrinsic Horatian mask, Boileau communicates his
intrinsic Juvenalian anger.”143 In Pope's case, we can view the religiosity found in The
Dunciad and his hypocrisy as a case of the Horatian mask barely disguising Juvenalian
anger.
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Pope’s contemporaries did not quibble over Pope’s perceived devotional fervor,
his dedication to the common weal, or the balance of his satire; they consistently
reinforce the public perception of Pope as a Satanic figure, rather than as a God-like
being worthy of fear. In The Progress of Dulness, a direct response to the 1728 Dunciad,
Hugh Stanhope writes “Oh! Dire Effects of Masqu’d Impiety!/And shall they (Christian
Muse!) have Aids from Thee.”144 (5). Stanhope laments the usage of biblical allusion and
religious imagery in Pope’s 1728 Dunciad, and the phrase “masqu’d impiety” makes
explicit the public perception of Pope: as a pretender of authentic devotion, and as a
performer attempting to cover up or disguise his true lack of religiosity.
Others commented more upon the falseness of Pope’s inherited faith as a Catholic
as the cause behind Pope’s attacks and insincere gestures towards religiosity. For
example, in the preface to the Gulliveriana, Jonathan Smedley claims that “Pope’s
Religion, indeed, allows him to demolish Hereticks, not only with his Pen, but with Fire
and Sword; and such were all those unhappy Wits and Poets, who were sacrificed to his
accursed Popish Principles.”145 John Dennis likewise consistently reminds readers that
Pope is performing religiosity by referring to him as a “virulent Papist” who is a
“Jesuitical professor of Truth,” a phrase that rightly describes the connection that was
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made between Catholicism and the twisting of the truth that Pope often performs.146
However, Pope rarely, if ever demonstrated a true dedication to his Catholic background,
and thus the criticism of his contemporaries instead serves to remind readers of Pope’s
equivocation and perceived lack of religiosity.
The religious language and implications present themselves within The Dunciad
and shape how Pope’s audiences read Pope’s claim to morality. Robert Griffin, utilizing
the scholarship of Aubrey Williams, proposes that in addition to several other layers, The
Dunciad is operating theologically, and thus, “On that level the dunces are presented in
Old Testament terms as either rebellious Israelites who have forgotten their Lord, or as
false prophets who, without vocations, prostitute the Word.”147 Griffin sees Pope’s usage
of religious language and imagery within The Dunciad as integral to the irony and
aesthetics of the classical references, all of which build to express Pope’s religiosity and
morality, which is necessary for Pope to be positioned as the requisite authority for his
audience. However, Pope’s accusations against his dunces apply to Pope himself,
particularly the image of “false Prophets who prostitute the Word.”
The inclusion of religious language in both the 1728 and the 1743 Dunciads has a
different function than to be truly devout; for the 1728 Dunciad, Pope utilizes his
assumption of the voice of God to dictate matters of taste as moral concerns, while his
1743 Dunciad uses religious imagery to add urgency to Pope’s claim that British society
was in decline. Siebert asserts that the “impression of [Pope’s] noble purpose is of course
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necessary to the satiric strategy; it is a commonplace of the satirist's apologia.”148
Siebert’s claim is more in line with Weinbrot, who asserts that “For centuries [the satirist]
had been required to defend his role as scourger of the wicked. He attempted to do so by
anointing himself as the agent of God…”149 Pope is, much like in his Psalm XCI, aware
of the religiosity of his audience and therefore makes use of religious language and
references to legitimatize his role as the moral satirist who is the agent of God, but he
also takes it further, as we have seen in Psalm XCI, by becoming the voice of God.
The 1743 Dunciad makes heavy use of religious imagery and language to
legitimate Pope’s moral claims against the dunces, particularly the primary dunce, Colley
Cibber. The final scene is arguably the best representation of the religious imagery that
Pope provides:
In vain! they gaze, turn giddy, rave, and die.
Religion blushing veils her sacred fires,
And unawares Morality expires.
Nor public Flame, nor private, dares to shine;
Nor human Spark is left, nor Glimpse divine!
Lo! thy dread Empire, CHAOS! is restor’d;
Light dies before thy uncreating word:
Thy hand, great Anarch! lets the curtain fall;
And Universal Darkness buries All.150
In this passage, Pope concludes his epic with a reversal of the creation narrative found
within the book of Genesis, where light is extinguished and the word of God as
creationary is transformed into the “uncreating word” of Dullness. Included in this endof-times image is the smothering of Religion and her fires and the death of Morality, both
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of which are key to understanding Pope’s performance of the same concepts that he
accuses Dullness and her dunces of destroying.
The hero of the 1743 Dunciad, Colley Cibber, is cast as a deeply immoral
character that commits serious sins, such as plagiarism, cursing, gambling, and drinking,
all of which legitimates Pope’s claim to morality and the necessity of his ridicule in the
Dunciad. Cibber, who is referred to as “Bays,” is introduced as “Swearing and
supperless” and as someone who “Blasphem’d his Gods, the Dice, and damn’d his Fate,”
statements that lend an added moral weight to Pope’s casting of Bays as his hero and
excuses his 1743 Dunciad.151 However, the same cannot be said of the hero of the 1728
Dunciad, Lewis Theobald, as demonstrated by his introduction as “the Bard” who
“studious he sate, with all his books around.” Theobald’s only ill is that he was a pedant
focused on scholarly pursuits, not that he was morally corrupt like Cibber is described as
being.
Pope repeatedly demonstrates throughout the Dunciad controversy his disregard
for religious writers and pious devotion, and his early Psalms serve as evidence of his
irreligious stance. Despite his desire to perform as a faithful believer and as a moderate
moralist, Pope’s self-aggrandizement through his Psalm XCI and his obvious blasphemy,
as stated by his contemporaries in A Roman Catholic Version of the First Psalm, allow
modern scholars to see Pope as he was to the eighteenth-century: a malicious, sinful, and
demonic creature that makes a living off of ridiculing true religious figures and writers,
such as Isaac Watts and Richard Blackmore. Pope attempts to assume the mantle of the
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moderate Horatian satirist, but by unmasking his feigned religiosity, his performance is
revealed.
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